CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions,

LLC

Sale No. 723

Public Auction Sale
To be held at our new office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Collections, Stocks &
Accumulations of the
United States and British
featuring

“The Detroit Collection”
“The Daniel R. Johnstone Collection”
“The Worcester Stock Holding”
“The Waldorf Holding”
“The John Macyshyn Collection”
“Misers” Holding of Silver Dollars

Friday, March 29, 2019
11:00 a.m.

Viewing
Schedule

March 13-15

Connecticut Office, by Appointment Only

March 18-22 & March 25-29
March 29

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM
Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53,
Danbury, CT 06810,
Phone: 203-830-2500 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free: 800.212.2830
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Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50; increase by $5					
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000

Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				

Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by $5,000

Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Symbols Used

HH
Mint Never Hinged								* Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
H
Mint with Gum										m
Used							TC			Trial Color Proof
		(H)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed			S			Specimen					SL			Straight Line
		R				Reprint														E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof															
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum														Block											

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)		
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2018 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogs are used for foreign countries or specialized areas as needed.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Recommended Auction Agents
Frank Mandel		
Charles E. Cwiakala
P.O. Box 157 		
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
New York, NY 10014
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
Tel: 212-675-0819		
Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
Fax: 212-366-6462		
CECwiakala@aol.com
com
busybird1@me.com				

Purser and Associates, LLC		
P.O. Box 369			
Bronxville, NY 10708		
Tel: 857-928-5140		
Fax: 781-658-2567		

Giacomo Bottacchi		
Via Filii Bronzetti 21
Milano 20129 Italy		
Tel: 02-718-023		
Fax: 02-738-4439		

info@pursers.com		

gbstamps@iol.it

Jochen Heddergott		
Jean Lancaster		
Lorenz Kirchheim GBR		
Nick Martin
Bauerstrasse 9 D-8000
United Kingdom		
Op de Höh 21			
LoveAuctions
Miinchen 40 Germany
Tel: 020-8547-1220		
D - 22395 Hamburg 		
United Kingdom
Tel: 089-272-1683		
Fax: 020-8547-3739
Tel: 040-645-322-41		
Tel: 01-20546-0968
Fax: 089-272-1685		
jean.lancaster@lineone.net
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de		
Cell: 0770 376-6477
mail@philagent.com								nick@loveauctions.co.uk

										

Trevor Chinery BA
United Kingdom
Tel: 01205-330026
Fax: 01572-813226
trevortrilogy@aol.

Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!

The #1 Resource for Stamp Auctions on the Internet!
Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?
If you are already a StampAuctionNetwork bidder or account holder:
1.
2.
3.

Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm
If you have already been approved by Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions at
StampAuctionNetwork (not at the Daniel F. Kelleher website) you are ready to go.
If you have not added Daniel F. Kelleher to your list of companies to bid with you will
need to go and update your registration page after logging in at:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select that company from the
choices under International Auctions and press the Update Registration button to
submit. This will send your request to the auction house and you will need to wait
till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait till the day of the
auction.

If you are not a current StampAuctionNetwork account holder:
1.

2.

Create a new StampAuctionNetwork account following this link:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Register.cfm.
Make sure that you select Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from the choices and press the
Submit Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the auction house
and you will need to wait till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait
till the day of the auction.
If you press the Submit Registration button before selecting Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
simply follow the path in steps 1-3 above since now you have an account an login.
PLEASE NOTE:
Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required

Kelleher Auctions
Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC

Session 1
Friday, March 29, 2019, at 10:00 A.M.

Numismatic
Coins
Including the "Miser's" Hoard of U.S. Silver Dollars
1

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

4

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

5

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

6

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

7

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

8

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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9

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

10

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

11

U.S., Morgan Dollar Type Set, 1878-1921, no 1895. Housed in the Blue Whitman folder as formed by an old
time collector/hoarder in variable to decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited; a
few with faults as one may expect, Very Good to Very Nice, Greysheet value for the lowest grade set is $9,620.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

12

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

13

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

14

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value based
upon circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

15

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

16

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

17

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

18

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

19

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

20

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

21

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

22

U.S., Morgan Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, generally Very Fine or better some cleaned/defects, inspection a must, Greysheet value based upon
circulated rolls VF/better is $470 roll = $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2
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23

U.S., Morgan Dollar Collection, 1878-1921. 58 Morgan Dollars with better dates that include 1878 CC and
1892 O with several better coins including some AU and Unc’s plus 77 2007-2016 Presidential dollars.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

24

U.S., Morgan/Peace Dollars, Various Dates (58). Assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased by the
collector, mixed Morgan/Peace Dollars, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection
invited, Greysheet value based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $1,247.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

25

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

26

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

27

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

28

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

29

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

30

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

31

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

32

U.S., Peace Dollars, Various Dates (100). One hundred assorted coins still in original 2 x 2s as purchased
by the collector, Very Fine to About Uncirculated some may be cleaned/defects, inspection invited, Greysheet value
based upon circulated rolls VG/better is $430 roll = $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

33

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

34

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

35

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

36

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

37

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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38

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

39

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

40

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

41

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

42

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

43

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

44

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

45

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

46

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

47

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

48

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

49

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

50

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

51

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

52

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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53

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

54

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

55

U.S., Peace Dollar Complete Set, 1921-35. Housed in the Brown folder as formed by an old time
collector/hoarder in decent quality, painstakingly assembled over many decades, inspection invited, Very Fine to About
Uncirculated, Greysheet value for an XF set is $996.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

56

U.S., Coin & Currency Accumulation, 1832-1988. One fine lot for the coin dealers in our midst, includes but
not limited to Indian head pennies, foreign silver, box of U.S. penny & nickel rolls with 16 full or part rolls of silver, CU
silver certificates, 1917 $1 U.S. Note & 1923 $1 Silver Certificate, $20 Hawaii note, proof sets, Eisenhower 1971s proofs
(4), 1972s proofs(5), 1973s proofs (2), proof sets, 1963 mint set, 1964 mint sets (13), 1832 bust half dollar, 1861 seated
quarter, 1876s seated quarter, other loose silver coin, examine carefully for anything we might have missed.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

57

U.S., Coin, Currency & Stamp Accumulation. In several cartons, includes about 20 proof / mint sets some
silver, assortment of world coins including a few silver older, currency includes silver certificates, all world, repurposed
$1 bills, a gold replica set of the US currency, some older and possibly useful, then stamps and first day covers,
clippings & drippings, a Vatican City Collection improperly stored (ouch!), some mounts and other paraphernalia, useful
but weak, please examine as we may well have missed something as this was a last minute arrival.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

58

U.S., Token & Medal and Foreign Coin Explosion. Many hundreds of tokens & foreign coins make up this
delightful lot, there are advertising tokens, political, royalty, presidents, U.S. Bicentennial, for such events as California
Centennial, 1972 Mother’s Day, 1901 Pan America, 1920 Plymouth MA, 1937 San Francisco mint, 1933 Chicago
World’s Fair, 1926 Philadelphia Sesquicentennial, 1924 Graf Zeppelin flight to America, Byrd Antarctic Medal, and this
is but a minuscule representation of this lot, no silver present, the bargain of this sale, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

59

U.S. and Foreign, Estate Coin Accumulation. An eclectic holding, with highlights including an AU $5 gold
1886 half-eagle, a V nickel of 1885 in g-vg condition, 22 Morgan and seven Peace silver dollars in various grades, 36
Barber and Liberty Standing half-dollars, a collection of over 100 Indian Head pennies, plus 1858 Flying Eagle cent, 48
various Buffalo nickels, ten Canadian silver dollars; $18+ in Silver face includes a few Barbers plus Mercury dimes and
Standing Liberty quarters, a quantity of 1943 steel pennies, two commemorative halves, 36 Eisenhower and later
dollars, a holding of unsorted worldwide coins and a few banknotes, perfect for eBay sales and profits.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

60

U.S. and Foreign, Coin Accumulation, 1850-2002. A diverse lot with many goodies, includes 12
commemorative dollars, 2003 Silver proof set, 4 miscellaneous silver pieces, 31 Walking Liberty halves, 35 quarters,
box of Canadian silver coins, box with over 300 Buffalo nickels, small box of 1¢-5¢ coins, 5 $2 bills, Oklahoma tax
tokens, also includes foreign currency, assorted coins, worldwide first day covers with coins, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

61

Worldwide, Coin & Currency Accumulation, 1888-1964. 1964 Japan Olympic Memorial Coin, Canada
small cent collection, mixed worldwide with some silver, box with better silver coins, 1963 Mexico mint set, foreign
currency, 1964 & 1965 Canada proof sets, should be a steal at our low estimate.
Estimate $400 - 600

Currency
62

U.S., Currency Accumulation. Two large $1 Silver Certificates from 1923, 98 1930’s-1950’s Blue Seal $1
Silver Certificates (12 of which are star notes), 16 $2 Bills with mixed green and red seals 1950’s-1970’s, a 2003 $2
uncut unc. pane of four notes, one 1934 large blue seal $5 Silver Certificate, two red seal $5 bills from 1953, two red seal
$5 bills from 1963 and two $20 Federal Reserve notes from 1928 B and 1934 A.
Estimate $300 - 400
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63

H/m
U.S., Phenomenal and Spectacular Mostly Mint Collection. In overflowing Scott National hingeless
album; a huge album containing an extraordinary selection for by a serious collection with a keen eye for quality; this
valuable holding begins with a nice selection of the 1851 imperforate issues including examples of 9X1, 7, 9, 11, 14-15
and 17; 1857 perforated issues 18, 20, 22, 25-26, 27, 29-30A, 32-33, and 35-38, 1875 reprint #40; 1861 issues include
#’s 56, 68-72, and 75-76; scarcer grills include 88-90, and 92-98, lovely 1869 Pictorials 112-121, some scarce
Banknote issues 134-137, 141, 145-153, 155, 156-163, 166, 182-91, 206-218, 219-229; 1893 Columbians to the $3.00
- 230-243; 1894 unwatermarked first Bureau issues 246-262, 1895 watermarked 264-277 and new colors 279-284;
1898 Trans-Mississippi complete 285-293 along with 1901 Pan-Ams 294-299; 1902-03 regular issue 300-312 plus
315; 323-330; a wonderful array of better Washington Franklin issues including 331-42 complete, 374-382 complete,
some scarcer coil pairs, 392-396 line pairs, 397-404 complete, 414-423 complete, 424-440 complete (440 is used),
452-458 pairs or line pairs, 468-476, and 478-480, 498-518 (no 505), elusive 523-524, plus 1918 Offset issues; Fourth
bureau include 551-573, 581-591, 597-606 singles and pairs or line pairs includes 599A single and line pair, a
handsome 1926 White Plains sheet #630; 1929 Kansas Nebraskas 658-679 complete; then the collection is virtually
complete through 1993 including Prexies and Liberty series; Back of the book include Airmail issues COMPLETE
C1-C131 - including a lovely set of Zeppelins C13-C15; Special Delivery issues are quite choice and complete E1-E13;
Postage Dues are well represented with J1-J7 (mixed used and mint), J15-J21 unused complete, J22-J28 unused
complete, Scarcer J29 and J30, J31-J37, J38-J44 complete, J45-J50 complete, J52-J57 (missing the scarce J58); the
1912 Parcel Post are complete Q1-12 along with Parcel Post Due JQ1-5; Ducks are mixed used or mint RW1-RW60
complete to 1993; you won;’t believe the completeness of this wonderful collection that is virtually all unused except for
a few back of the book issues; as in any huge unpicked lot there may be an occasional cancel removed or cleaned on the
scarcer unused classics, but that is to be expected on a collection of this size; you’ll find a treasure trove of nice looking,
usable stamps to choose from - don’t miss this wonderful collection - it’s as good as advertised.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

64

HH/H/m

65

H/m

66

H/m

6

U.S., Astounding Mint & Used Collection, 1847-2000. Presented for your viewing pleasure, in six volumes,
better mint with 10X1, 10X2, 3,4, 242, 278 block of four, 279Bc block of four, 357-358, 479, 480, White Plains sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska issue complete, C13-C15, E2, used includes 1, 2, 9 with red cancel, 10, 19b with PF 2016 certificate,
29, 38, 79 with 2004 APEX certificate, 124, 125, 128, 130-132, large Bank Notes with better cancels, excellent selection
of Washington Franklins, and that’s just one volume, an extensive and choice collection including many of the high
percentage items that are never found in such holdings, this is one that any dealer or collector would be proud to own, a
few flaws, but overall F.-V.F. with many NH stamps. Scott $90,000+.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Extraordinary Better Quality Valuable Collection. Meticulously assembled in a Lighthouse
hingeless album; loaded with plenty of valuable stamps that would please any collector or dealer; beginning with a
gorgeous 10¢ 1847 issue - Scott #2 with gorgeous red grid cancellation; a nice array of imperforate 1851’s including
13-14 and 17; 1857 perforated issues 23-26, 28, 29-30A, 36, 36b, and 38; nice group of 1861’s - 62B, 67, 67a, 69-70,
70b steel blue shade, 71-72; nice 1867 grills - 89, 91, 96-98 100-102; 1869 Pictorials 117-122, select group of better
1870’s Banknotes includes 155, 165-166, 191, and 218, choice unused 1890’s regulars 224-227 and 229; 1893
Columbians complete 230-245; nice Bureaus 246-259, 270-273, 275-276, 276A, and 279-284; choice 1902-03 regular
issues 300-310 and a valuable 313; Washington Franklins are well represented 331-342, 414-421, 424-439, some
better coils, 479-480, 506-518, 523-524, and 547; choice set of 551-573, 581-591, a choice 630 White Plains sheet, and
658-679; there’s choice 1938 Prexies along with a nice group of 26 modern imperforate coil pairs from 1305Eg to
2913A; an outstanding collection - much nicer than normally encountered.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Phenomenal Collection. One of the most desirable United States collections being offered in this
auction; housed in two spacious Scott National albums, this collection has a super abundance of choice quality mint and
used stamps; highlights of this jam packed collection include lovely examples of the United State’s first postage stamps,
Scott #’s 1 & 2, each with neat red grid cancellations; the imperf 1851’s include #’s 8A (with Doporto plating certificate),
10A with A.P.S. certificate, 12-15, and 17; the 1857 perforated issues include 35-38, with a nice appearing used #39
with a red grid cancellation; 1861’s include blocks of #’s 65 and 68, along with a rare unused (regummed) Scott #64 - the
scarce pink shade, with Weiss certificate; better 1867 grills include #79 - grilled all over, 84 with Weiss certificate, 85
with Weiss certificate, along with complete 86-91 E grills and 92-100 F grills; 1869 Pictorials complete to the 30¢ #112-121; better 1870’s Banknote issues 145-155, 156-166 (no 164), 182-191, 212-218 and 219-229; 1893
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Columbians 230-240 and 242; 1894 unwatermarked Bureaus 246-260; watermarked 1895 Bureaus 264-277, and
1898 new colors complete 279-284; 1898 Trans-Mississippi 285-291; 1901 Pan-Ams 294-299 complete; 1902 regular
issue 300-312; wonderful group of Washington Franklin issues 331-342 complete, 374-382 complete, various better
flat plate coils in singles or pairs and even some line pairs; 24-440 complete, there are two 505 error blocks - one an off
centered block of 9 with single error, along with a nice double error block/12 with two errors; attractive 523-524 and 547;
551-569 plus two 573’s, 599A type II coil pair, a choice 1926 #630 White Plains souvenir sheet/25; 1929
Kansas-Nebraska complete 658-679; Back of the book include complete Airmails C1-C150 that includes a select
unused set of the 1930 Zeppelins C13-C15; Special Delivery complete E1-E23; there are some decent Postage Dues
including J1-7, J15-20, J22-28, J31-37, J38-J43, J46-49, and J52-56; 11919 Shanghai overprints K1-17; 1913 Parcel
Post complete Q1-12; and this impressive collection wraps up with some choice Confederate States issues; a
wonderful collection for any dealer looking for choice usable stamps from a collection that hasn’t been picked over.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
67

m
U.S., Specialized Used Collection. H.E. Harris Minuteman album absolutely overflowing with wonderful
used U.S.; formed by a very particular collector who selected only premium quality stamps for his collection; the
collection begins with decent 1847 issue Scott #’s 1 & 2, each with light red cancels; imperf 1851’s include 7, 9-11,
14-15, and 17; 1857 perfed issues 18, 20, 22-28, 29-30, 30A, 31-33 and 35-38; Civil War issues 67-73, and 75-78; 1867
grills 86-91 and 92-101 complete; 1869 Pictorials 112-119 and a faulty 122; 1870’s Banknotes 137-38, 145-55, 156-66
(no 164), 182-191, and 219-29; 1893 Columbian issues 230-243 ($3 value is faulty); 1894 unwatermarked First
bureaus 246-262; 1895 watermarked 264-278, 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues 285-293; 1902-03 regular series
300-313; nice Washington Franklin issues 331 to 547, with some dubious flat plate coils; complete 551-73, beautiful
#630 White Plains sheet with light slogan cancellations; complete Kansas Nebraskas 658-679; along with attractive
Farley sheets and 1938 Prexies; Back of the book include Airmails complete featuring an outstanding used set of
Zeppelins C13-C15; complete Special Delivery, nearly complete Postage Dues - missing only the Special Printings,
J50 and J58; complete and extremely scarce used Shanghai overprints K1-K18 a beautiful selection of cut squares; and
Duck Hunting Permit stamps complete from RW1 to RW43; this collection ends with an attractive group of United
Nations; a premium collection with dozens of better usable stamps - unpicked as received - being sold intact per
instructions of the owner; a wonderful opportunity for the astute dealer looking for those hidden sleepers that are
included in this fascinating lot.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

68

H
U.S., Valuable Collection. Spectacular holding of over 150 unused items neatly presented on two Safe
stock books loaded with a huge number of scarce and valuable U. S. stamps; with a Scott catalog value well in excess of
$90,000, there’s plenty of rarities to choose from and we’ll try to mention a few; there’s a wonderful group of unused
early classics including #’s 10X1, 10, 14 and 77; 1869 Pictorials include 115-116, 117 with A.P.S. cert., and 119;
Banknotes 150, 153 with A.P.S. certificate, 162, and 218; Columbians to the 30¢; Bureaus include a rare #263 along
with used examples of 277-278; choice Washington-Franklins including 377 plate block, 394 line pair, 414 plate block,
and 500; Back of the Book extremely well represented with a wonderful group of Special Deliveries, Postage Dues,
Officials and Newspaper stamps; the Newspaper stamps are particularly choice and all are correctly identified - neatly
presented on individual #104 cards; don’t miss out on this incredible holding - as the number of scarce and rare stamps
is well worth your careful examination. Scott $90,000+.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

69

m

U.S., Incredible All Used Collection. Housed in sturdy Scott National album; a wonderful achievement
trying to obtain every stamp from 1847 all the up to 1974 in genuinely used condition; a collection that would be difficult
to duplicate; highlights are numerous and in include a four margin Scott #1, decent 1851 imperfs 7, 9 x (2), 10-12, 24-15,
and 17; some choice 1857 perforated issues - 27, 30, 30A, 36 and 37; attractive 1861’s including #72; better grills 85B,
87-91, and 97-98; 1869 Pictorials 112-121; Banknote issues 134-137, 141, 145-155, 156-166 (not 164), 182-191, and
219-229; 1893 Columbian issue up to the $3 - 230-243; 1894 unwatermarked First Bureau issue 246-262; 1895
watermarked 264-278 complete; 1898 Trans-Mississippi 285-293 complete; an extraordinary selection of
Washington-Franklin issues, 331-42, 343-347, 348-355, 357-358, 374-382, 390-396 coil pairs, 405-423, 424-440,
443-458, plus 446 line pair, and scarce 447 pair; 452-458 pairs or line pairs, 262-480 (no 476A), 486-497 pairs (no 491),
523-533, 551-573, 599A line pair - scarce; a lightly cancelled #630 White Plains sheet; 658-679; used Farley’s, Prexies
(including coils); Back of the book includes a choice selection of Airmail issues C1-C6, C13 x (2), C14 and C18; Special
Delivery complete E1-E23; Excellent Postage Dues J1-7, J15-21, J22-28, J29, J31-37, J38-44, J45-50, J52-57 (the J58
is not genuine and is not counted); plus 1912 Parcel Post Q1-Q12; finding genuinely used Washington Franklin coils is
incredibly difficult and this collection has more than it’s share of genuine coils with contemporary cancellations; a real
joy to write up as it is an unusual and interesting group of stamps.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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H/m

71

H/m
U.S., Two Comprehensive Collections. Offered as one intact lot; each collection neatly mounted on pages
- one on Leuchtturm Hingeless, the other on Scott National album pages; collection #1 is a high quality used collection
featuring select stamps chosen for centering and color; highlights include #’s 7, 9, 30A, 38, 70-72, 9-90, 116, 1893
Columbians to the 50¢ plus a choice $2.00 value, 276A-278, 1898 Trans-Mississippi’s 285-292, 300-312, wonderful
group of Washington-Franklins, including 523, then the collection is mint from 1920 on and includes 551-573 complete,
a choice 630 White Plains souvenir sheet/25, 1929 Kansas-Nebraskas 658-679 complete, plus a nice group of Farleys;
Back of the book include Airmails C2-C12 unused and a complete used set of 1930 Zeppelins C13-C15, Special
deliveries are choice used examples E1-11, a smattering of choice Postage Dues, and a lovely complete set of the 1909
Parcel Post issue in used condition Q1-12; collection #2 is a mixed used and mint collection that begins with a used #9, a
nice selection of 1870’s Banknote issues, 230-240 - 1893 Columbians to the 50¢, 285-291 - 1898 Trans-Mississippi
issues to the 50¢, choice mostly used Washington-Franklin plus some nice mint 1913-1915 Panama-Pacific issues
397-400 and 401-403, complete 551-573 (high values used), complete 658-679 (678 used - precancelled), 704-715
complete in plate blocks of 4 - 704-715, select perforated National Park perfed and imperforate plate blocks 740-749
and 756-765 complete; a ton of value to be found in these two interesting collections; well worth a look.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

72

H
U.S., Outstanding Collection. Impressive top quality collection in Scott National album loaded with
numerous better quality mint stamps; includes 239 x (2), 240, 551-573, 599A, 630 White Plains sheet/25, 658-679 x (4)
complete sets; Airmails C1-C6, C13, C18 x (8); a nice group of Special Deliveries; outstanding Postage Dues J1-J7,
J15-J21, J22-J28, etc.; Parcel Post Q2-Q11; plus some interesting covers; well worth careful examination. Scott
$30,000+.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

73

H/m
U.S., Extraordinary Collection. Nice quality, nearly all mint/unused U.S. collection neatly presented on
Mystic album pages or on stock sheets with a particularly strong emphasis on better Washington-Franklins, including a
select group of more valuable certified coils (P.S.E. or P.F. certificates); the collection starts with 294-299 complete, the
1902 series - 300-309, and a 100% genuine #315 imperforate single with huge margins on all sides - with just a bare
suggestion of faint hinge mark! there are 323-327 and 328-330 complete; Washington-Franklins begin with 331-341,
343-347 complete; scarcer coils including 350 w/2015 P.F.C., 352 used coil single w/P.F. cert., 352 pair 2mm spacing
w/P.S.E. cert., 353 choice coil pair w/P.F. cert., 355 w/P.F. cert., 357 w/P.S.E. graded cert. VF-XF-85, 358 w/P.S.E.
cert., 359 (small thin), 374-382 complete, 390-396 complete, 397-404 complete (the 404 is NICE), 414-423 complete,
424-440 complete, 445-447 genuine coils, 449 genuine used coil single, 452-458, 460, 467 error of color, 468-475, 477
w/P.F. cert., 478-480, 498-518 (no 505), 523-524, 525-530, 545-547 and a 547; Fourth Bureaus include 573, 581-591,
595, 639a imperf between (regummed and creased) w/P.S.E. cert., and 658-679 complete; a handsome assembling of
numerous better stamps with a high catalog value, who’s break-up value would be huge; definitely do not miss out
reviewing this beautiful collection - you’ll be glad you did.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

74

H
U.S., Handsome Collection. Extremely desirable U.S. collection neatly presented on quadrille pages;
virtually all mint; strong in the 1895-98 Bureau issues and a wonderful representation of better Washington-Franklins;
highlights include 219-229 (no 219D); 246-263 complete 264-278 complete, 300-309, 331-342 complete, 374-382
complete, 390-396 coil singles, 414-423 complete perf 12’s; 424-439 mint (440 used); 443-447 choice coils, 469-475,
506-518, 523-524 choice (524 is N.H.), 571-573, an excellent 595, 599A, 634A with plate number, 658-679 complete,
and 1938 Prexies and 1950’s Liberty series; a wonderful opportunity for any dealer looking for a choice selection of
better/usable stamps to expand their inventory. Scott $35,000+.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

75

H/m

8

U.S., Desirable and Exceptional Collection. Neatly housed in a Mystic Heirloom hingeless album; loaded
with plenty of select salable stamps, this collection begins with the 1847 5¢ and 10¢ 1847 issue, both choice used
examples, each with red grid cancellations; there’s a nice group of used 1870’s Banknote issues along with 219-229
complete, there are several better high value Columbians, including choice used examples of 241-2 and 245, 1894
unwatermarked Bureau issues include a rare mint #263 - small hinge remnant (Scott catalog value - $4,000.00; there’s
an attractive used 278, 1898 Trans-Mississippi complete 285-293, 1901 Pan-American complete 294-299, 1902-03
regular issues complete 300-313, an interesting #367 top left corner margin block/24 which includes a full left side plate
block, there’s a choice group of Washington Franklin issues including #523, there’s also a handsome #630 White Plains
sheet/25 hinged; lots of value to be found, particularly in the more expensive Columbians, Trans-Mississippis and
Bureau issues.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., Collection, 1869-1985. Mounted in Minkus All American album, containing highlights that include: 114,
214, 257, 279Bj, 288, 294-99, 300-9, 300b, 319g, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 332a, 343-47 pairs, 367-73, 374a, 375a,
376-77, 379-82, 397-400A, 401-4, 407, 414-20, 422, 424-31, 434-440, 453 line pair, 454 line pair, 462-66, 469-73, 476,
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479-80, 486-90 line pairs, 492-97 line pairs, 498-504, 498f, 501b, 502b, 506-518, 523, 524, 526-28B, 532 pair, 534A
pair, 538a block of four, 540a block of four, 547, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 583a, 595, 599A line pair, 630, 634A, 658-79,
692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C10a, E1-3, E5-9, Q1-12, JQ1-5, K1-3, K5-6, K9-11, K13, K17-18, RVB1-2, RW8-9,
RW13-15, RW19, RW21-23, RW33, RW35, plus some duplicates 325, 472, 502b, 579, 834 (2) and C6. Condition
seems better than most, with the collector filling in his collection with mostly nice clean mint stamps, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
76

H
U.S., Old Time Collection. Interesting and valuable old time Nassau album with a desirable array of better
stamps; early issues include 1893 Columbians still stuck down on the album page complete except 2¢ and $4 values,
and 230-240 in choice never hinged condition; 397-400, 407, 415 and 419; Q1-Q12 complete and JQ1-JQ5 complete;
then there are attractive sheets of 372, 548-550 sheets/60, and Q2 and Q4 sheets/50; a great lot with lots of potential.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

77

H

78

H/m

79

H/m

80

H/m
U.S., Tremendous Lifetime Collection. Housed in four red albums; a wonderful and valuable holding that
would enhance any dealer’s existing inventory - as it’s overflowing with hundreds of better “key” pieces that would be
quite salable if broken down and sold individually; Volume 1 includes premium pre-1939 mint singles, the highlights
which include #11, 20, 30A. 32-33, and 76-78; unused Banknotes include 145-47, 149, 151, 156-159, 161, 178-79,
182-185, 188-190, and 206-218; 219-229 complete, Columbians to the $1 value, 230-241; First Bureaus 246-260,
264-276A, and new colors 279-84; Trans-Mississippi issues 285-291, 1901 Pan-Ams complete 294-99; 1902-03
regular issues 300-312; choice Washington Franklin issues 331-42, 374-380, 382, 367-373, 390-96, 397-404,
414-423, 424-435, 438, 452-455, 457-8, 468, 471-474, 478, 501-518 with a nice 505 error, 523-24 and 547, 525-532,
Fourth Bureau 551-573 complete, 581-591, 658-679, complete 1938 Prexies including coils, and complete Airmail
issues up to C24 which includes an outstanding mint set of Zeppelins C13-C15; you’ll also find a eye catching selection
of 2¢ Reds and 1931 Red Cross stamps in different plate number singles plus some interesting cross shifts on the 2¢
Red Cross stamp; Volume 2 is a specialized plate number strip and plate block collection and includes better strips such
as #246-7, 250, 252, 270, and 294-295; better plate blocks include 367, 370-373, 374, 401, 424-425 Coil Stamps
plates/10, 483-484, 504, 509, 512, 535 x (4), 531 x (4), 537, 548-550 complete Pilgrims, 610-612, 614-617, choice 2¢
Red plates, a large number of 702-703 plates, 740-749 and 756-765 plates; Volumes 3 and 4 are inexpensive stamps
and plate blocks including Liberty Series plates 1030-1053 and some postage due issues; the vast majority of the
“meat” of this collection is in volumes 1 and 2 - so careful review of these better stamps should be your aim while
evaluating this impressive holding.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Better Collection. Lovely Lindner Hingeless album along with pages from Scott album absolutely
loaded with choice quality mostly mint stamps; early used issues include a decent three margin #1, and a choice 9
horizontal pair; better quality unused stamps begin with the 1893 Columbians 230-237; the “money” in this attractive lot
is in the outstanding selection of better Washington-Franklin issues, which include 331-340, 390-396, 414-420, 422,
424-440 mixed mint and used, a genuine imperf coil single of 459, 462-476, and a lovely 477 with fresh full original gum hinged, and choice examples of 479-480; there’s 545-546 and even a choice 547; there are the 3 high value 1938
Presidentials, and the Airmail issues include choice C2-C6; this is a wonderful lot that shouldn’t be missed, as it has an
abundance of dozens and dozens of usable stamps for any dealer or collector. Scott $21,000+. Estimate $5,000 7,500
U.S., Desirable Mint and Used Collection. Meticulously featured in a beautiful Scott Platinum Hingeless
album; pretty sparse up until the 1869 Pictorials, this handsome collection includes 219-229 complete, 1893
Columbians to the 50¢ - 230-240, some decent 1894-1895 Bureau issues, Trans-Mississippi issues to the 50¢,
300-311, 323-327, 328-330, 331-342, 367-373, 374-382, some better Washington Franklin coil singles, 397-404,
414-423, 424-440, Fourth Bureau 551-573, 581-591, and even a choice set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraska issues 658-679;
a very usable lot that took a particular collector many years to assemble.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Low Quality - High Cat. Value Collection. Impressive collection assembled by collection looking to fill
every spot without spending a fortune; this valuable holding is presented in Showguard mounts on Scott National album
pages; loaded with value - beginning with a decent 5¢ 1847 issue with a manuscript pen stroke cancellation; we spotted
a decent group of 1857 perforated issues 18, 20, 28b, 29, 30A, and 36-38, also 1861’s 67-72 and 75-78 decent E grills
89-90, complete F grills 92-101, 1869 Pictorials complete 112-122, a lovely selection of 1870’s Banknote issues; 1893
Columbians almost complete 230-243 and 245, 1894 Bureaus 246-262, complete 1898 Trans-Mississippi 285-293,
impressive Washington-Franklins, including #523, unused set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraskas 658-679, complete 1938
Prexies, and 1950’s Liberty series, Back of book include some Airmails with an unused C18; a few Special Delivery
issues, a nice group of Postage Dues, nice Officials including a couple multiples, complete 1912 Parcel Post Q1-Q12,
plus cut squares, revenues, documentary, proprietary, and stock transfer issues; a boat load of stamps that can be had
for a small percentage of catalog value. Scott $80,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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HH/H
U.S., PSE Graded Selection, 1894-1966. 98 mostly different stamps with 87 graded certificates and 11
encapsulated by PSE (and one stamp graded by PSAG), with some notable stamps that include: 234 PSAG graded 95
previously hinged, 285 XF-Sup 95J previously hinged, 367 XF 90 NH, 398 XF 90 NH, 401 XF-Sup 95J previously
hinged, 401 XF-Sup 95 previously hinged, 405 Gem 100 previously hinged, 408 Gem 100J NH, 466 XF-Sup 95
previously hinged, 506 Superb 98J hinged, 508 Superb 98 previously hinged, 512 XF 90J NH, 515 XF-Sup 95 hinged,
516 XF-Sup 95 previously hinged, 525 Superb 98J previously hinged, 537 Superb 98J previously hinged, 530 XF-Sup
95J NH, 550 XF 90J NH, 606 line pair XF-Sup 95 NH, 611 Gem 100J NH, 616 XF 90 NH (2), 617 Superb 98 NH, 619
XF-Sup 95 NH, 619 Superb 98 NH, 646 Superb 98 previously hinged, 654 XF-Sup 95J NH, 719 Superb 98 NH, 754
Gem 100J NGAI, three 3¢ Commemoratives graded Gem 100 NH, 1316 Gem 100 NH, C6 XF 90 previously hinged, C9
Superb 98 NH, C24 XF-Sup 95J NH, C25 Superb 98 NH (6), E16 Superb 98 NH, Q6 XF 90J previously hinged, Q12 VF
80 previously hinged, Q12 XF 90 disturbed o.g. and O36 Fine 70J hinged, mostly o.g., generally F.-V.F. centering. SMQ
$9,822.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

82

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1945. In Scott American album, plus some loose Scott National pages, containing
used: 1, 38, 71-72, 76, 76-78, 112-17, 119 (2), 145-55, 190-91, 208, 217-18, 219-29, 230-42, 264-76, 285-92, 300-11,
523, 658-68, 679, C1-6, C13-15, good banknote postage dues, O63, PR65, PR120, PR122, perforated first issue
revenues mostly complete (only missing six stamps), R136, R142, R147, private die proprietary group, Hawaii including
34 and mint: 214, 328-30, 397-400, 614-21 (2 sets), 658-79, recalled Legends of the West pane in blue folder, K1-5,
PR2, PR4, RW1, RW8 and Confederate States 13 block of four, nice old time collection that has been squirreled away
for many years and is now available to fresh collectors once again, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

83

H/m

84

m

85

H/)
U.S., Valuable Mint Collection, 1857-1995. Several hundred stamps housed in three albums, two sheet
files, a counterbook and a small box, the material includes mint 26, 231-238, 240, 295-297, 268, 271, 503-516, 568,
581-589, block of four C1,O89, full sheets of 646 (2), 647, 657, 805, 809 (2), 821, and that is just a sampling of what
awaits the winning bidder, uncommon material abounds, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott $22,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

86

U.S., Useful & Valuable Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1980. Presented in a Scott album, you will find used
15, 29, 36, 71, 75-76, 113-117, 121, 151 with red cancel, excellent coverage of Officials, mint 230-237, 289, 299, 326,
548-550, 573, Kansas-Nebraska overprints complete, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, C1, C3-C6, C10a,
C18, K2-K7, K10, K12, K14, plus newspapers, revenues & CSA, nice selection of mint Ducks, tremendous break up
value, detailed inspection will unearth any NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

87

H/m

10

U.S., Attractive Collection. A lovely assortment of stamps meticulously presented in a gorgeous Scott
Hingeless album; all used prior to 1890, unused thereafter, you’ll find plenty of choice stamps in this quality offering; bit
sparse prior to 1890, but there are some choice 1861 issues including 68-73 and 75-77; 1869 Pictorial issue 112-117,
then the unused, more valuable stamps start beginning with 220-227 230-237, 253-54 and 257, 264-269 plus 266-67
combination types II and III pair, 271-273, 294-99 complete, 300-308, 1909 commemoratives 367-373, attractive
selection of lovely Washington Franklin issues 331-339, 357-358, 374-379, 393-396, 397-400, 414-418, 420, 424-435,
462-465, 469-471, and 471-473, 498-516, 518, 525-534A; Fourth bureau issues 551-573, 581-592, 632-642 including
scarcer 634A, 658-679, 692-701, ice group of Farley’s including a set of arrow position blocks/4 along with a better set of
the center line blocks/4; then there are complete Prexies including coils; a wonderful collection that should handsomely
enrich the lucky buyer.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., An Extensive Collection From 1847 to Late 1980s. Neatly mounted in a Scott National Album
containing mostly used stamps prior to 1900 and mostly unused stamps thereafter, most catalog value is in used
stamps prior to 1900. Some stamps were wrongly placed in spaces indicating higher value, these have been identified,
left in place and the catalog value reduced accordingly. The condition is very mixed as would be expected with most
early stamps having faults, later stamps fare better with most unused stamps having original gum. Some highlights
include Scott 1,72(2),95,101,119(2),166(2),262,277, numerous officials and other back of book all in used condition,
also unused 217,230-237,291,294-299,323-330,630,658-679, a decent selection of early Washington-Franklin issues
as well as some useful back of book material including duck stamps. This is an excellent opportunity to acquire a large
number of desirable U.S. stamps at a reasonable price., V.G./Very Fine. Scott $28,000+. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

H/m

U.S., Collection, 1860’s-1990’s. With a strong revenue section plus several hundred dollars worth of USPS
postage, containing a used collection of singles to 1990, sparse in the classic issues, a plate block album from
1964-1979 with $190 worth of face value postage, 12 unused Columbian Expedition postal cards, an album with a
couple three ring binders of booklets from 1917-1990’s with $100’s worth of cumulative face value postage, a revenue
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collection in Scott Specialty pages with some nice first to third issue revenues, documentary, wine, beer, distilled spirits
and a few miscellaneous extreme back of the book revenues, with highlights that include: R17c, R73c, R79c, R80c,
R90c, R98c, R100c, R113, R114, R116, R128, R142, R149, R160, R435, R510 punch cancel, R732 perfin cancel,
RD184, RD208, RVB1-2, WS2, an album of private die proprietary stamps on Aldrich pages with several dozen different
stamps, a nice fresh unused album of locals from the Carriers and Locals society and finally an album of Hawaii post
local labels from 2000-2006, a useful collection with the occasional unusual items sure to catch your interest, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
88

HH/H/ma U.S., Collection of Singles and Plate Blocks, 1851-1993. Well-organized, housed in six Elbe binders and

an envelope in a small box; a modest amount of 19th-century used, plus mint singles including #210, 230-232,
234-235, 285-286, 303-304, 306, 417, 506-507, 509, 512, 548-550, 551-559, 562-565, 571, 614-616, 617-619,
658-668, C1-C5, C18; plate blocks include #525, 527, 528, 530, 534, 549, 563, 576-577, 614 (2), 617, 618 (2), 627,
628, 631, 643 (2), 644 (2), 645-646 (2 each), 654-655 (2), 657 (2), 660, 670, 680-683 (2), 688 (2), 692-694 (2), 697,
704//714, 740-749 (2), 803-831 (2), C7 (2), C8 (2), C10, C11 (2), C17 (2), C20-C22, C25-C31 (2), CE1-CE2 (2), etc.;
condition of plate blocks is mainly Fine-Very Fine with many never hinged; a few scattered faults on earlier issues
(mainly used), but the bulk of the value is in the mint items, with $249 in face, not Scott, value, inspect. Scott $14,611.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
89

H/m
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H
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H

92

H

93

H/m

94

H/m

U.S., Collections and Stock, 1851-1943. In two hingeless albums (KaBe and Lindner) plus a couple smaller
stock books, KaBe album containing used: 7 (2), 14, 15, 20, 70, 76-78, 96-98, 112-20 (a couple lower values appear
mint), National (without grill), Continental and American banknotes appear early complete except for a couple missing
high values, 264-76 and containing mint: 230-41 ($1 Columbian is damaged), 285-91, 294-99, 300-8, 323-27, 328-30,
1909 Commemorative horizontal pairs, 342, 399, 400A, 1922 Bureaus mixed rotary and flat plates to $1, 581-91 (2¢
misidentified), 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, Lindner album containing 692-701, Farley souvenir sheets, 803-34, 1030-53
and two stock books contain a stock of used classics and Hawaii in quantity and mint 1930’s Washington Bicentennial
and Harding issue in quantity. Nice little lot with plenty of scattered hidden value, o.g. or without gum as issued,
generally F.-V.F. Brookman $5,886.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Select Collection. Presented on album pages neatly housed in a box; a wide assortment of better early
used classics, but the strength of this collection is in the Back Of The Book issues, including Airmail issues C1-C3 in
singles and in blocks of four; attractive Postage Dues, and even a lovely complete set of the 1909 Parcel Post issues
Q1-Q12; Ducks stamps include numerous modern $5 an $7.50 plate blocks; a well rounded collection that is unpicked
and still contains many useful well centered stamps. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Uncut Farley Sheets in Tube (752-770). Fabulous collection of 19 different uncut sheets neatly curled
up in their original Post Office tube; immaculate no gum as issued uncut sheets of 752-753 - the Peace and Byrd issues;
754-755 Mother’s Day & Wisconsin issues, 756-765 imperf National Parks uncut panes of 200, along with 771
pane/200, also 766-767 uncut sheets containing 9 souvenir sheets each, and 769-770 uncut press panes containing 20
souvenir sheets in each; uncommonly fresh and choice condition; well worth a serious bid. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Handsome Collection. Wonderful top quality collection on specialty pages neatly presented in
Showguard mounts; hand picked by a quality conscious collector, this lovely collection would be a great start for any
collector looking to further expand upon; highlights include #’s 325 with P.F. cert., 329 with P.S.E. cert., 367-372 with a
GEM #370 with P.F. cert., there are some better Washington-Franklin issues plus a couple better booklet panes, plus
some decent coils; there a complete set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints, decent Farleys and 1938 Prexies; this lot
is topped off by a Recalled Legends souvenir sheet in original blue envelope from the Post Office.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1960. Residing in a hand decorated album on homemade pages, mint
has White Plains Sheet, Kansas-Nebraska complete with a couple used, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete,
C18, used includes 10, 30, 35-36, 71, 112-117, 119, 121, excellent Bank Notes, 230-240, 291, excellent Washington
Franklins, with special deliveries, postage dues and parcel posts, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1960’s. Old time Perfection album containing mint: 239-40, 285-91, 343 block of four
with Durland reported scarce plate number, Farley gutter pairs, C3, C5-6, C13-15, J75, Q6-8, Q10-11 and used 68-72,
76-78, 89-91, 92 (2), 95-98, 112-17, 119 (2), 121, a couple sets mixed (National, Continental and American) banknotes,
212-18, 219-29, 276 and 300-12, plus stock book of duplicates containing mint 397 (3) and 398 (4), nice old time group
with several key and better singles that will surely bring attention.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Collection of Mint & Used, 1857-1960. Housed in a Scott Platinum album, used includes 26 with green
cancel, 69-71, 112-117, 145-124, 230-238, 397-404, mint 293, 294-299, 300-309, 551-573, useful mint & used
Washington Franklins, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Banknote Collection, 1870-90. On Scott National pages, containing 134A, 135A, 137 with PF
certificate, 138, 145-55, 156-66, 178 o.g. with photocopy of PF certificate, 182-91, 208, 212-18 and 219-29, generally
F.-V.F., an exceptional collection from a knowledgeable and quality conscious collector.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

105

m
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U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1982. Neatly mounted in Lighthouse album, containing 230-40,
285-93 (50c with PF certificate), 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 397-400A, 401-4, 548-50, 630, 658-79, a few early
stamps with minor gum issues, but overall collection seems decent with several key stamps of popular issue, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Unmounted Collection of Better Singles, 1847-1930’s. On dealer tear pages or two black stock
sheets that never made it into the album, containing mint: 73, 113-14, 214 (2), 226, 281 plate number strip of three,
285-93, 297, 328-30, 549-550 blocks of four, C1-C6, C10a, C18, E5, E7, J3, JQ1-5, PR1 and used: 1-2, 17 single and
horizontal pair, 37, 67, 67a, 67b possibly unused single, although we counted it as used, 70, 78, 112, 115-22 and PR3,
condition is a little mixed, so usual examination is recommended, plenty of value with many key stamps, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1962. In two Scott National albums, containing mint: 214, 230-39, 300-8, 323-27,
328-30, 397-400, 559-71, 581-91, 658-68, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, E6-E8, E11-13, Q11, K8, K11, RW11-16, RW26,
$350 face value worth of duck stamps including RW39-60 and used: 230-38. Fresh pages in clean albums that could
easily be integrated into your own collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Handsome Mint & Used Collection, 1861-2000. Presented in six albums and on various pages, with
mint airmail collection with C10a, C18, C26-C31 singles, plate blocks, and first day covers, Recalled Legends of the
West sheet (3), booklet pane collection, mint back of the book collection with C1-C6, C18, newspaper stamps, postage
dues, saving stamps including S5, WS2, WS4, airmail blocks and plate blocks, wine stamp collection, and a Lighthouse
hingeless album with decent coverage, plus more, more, more, a nice clean lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mostly Never Hinged Collection. Extremely attractive collection meticulously assembled in Scott
National album well kept in Showguard mounts; virtually all stamps are mint and most are never hinged except a couple
early used classic stamps - including a select used example of Scott #29 the 5¢ Jefferson; highlights of this beautiful
collection include mint never hinged examples of 233, 95-298, 330, 377-378, 400A, 403, 561-565, a lovely 573,
complete 1929 Kansas-Nebraskas 658-679; Back of the book include some decent Airmail issues including a lovely NH
C18; wonderfully fresh and choice throughout. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Scarce Partial Coil Roll (442). Nearly complete roll of over 450 stamps in pristine mint condition; Post
Office fresh selection; line pairs every 19 stamps; centering runs from Fine to touching at left; among the few remaining
partial rolls of this elusive flat plate coil. Scott $8,000+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., PSE Graded Selection, 1869-1930. 23 mostly different stamps with PSE graded certificates, with
some notable stamps that include: 210 XF 90J, 211 VF-XF 85J, 213 XF-Sup 95, 374 XF-Sup 95J, 377 XF-Sup 95J, C2
XF 90, E8 XF 90J and Q12 XF 90, generally F.-V.F. centering. SMQ $1,930.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Affordable and Inexpensive Collection. Housed in old Scott National album with cover falling off; a
nice assortment of stamps - but nothing to jump up and down over; highlights include 1893 Columbians to the 50¢,
Pan-Americans complete 294-299 mint, an elusive used #599A line pair (Scott catalog value $400.00), an attractive
never hinged #630 White Plains sheet. 1929 Kansas Nebraska complete 658-679; and complete Prexies, Back of book
include some decent Airmail C1-C6 and C18; for the budget conscious collector or dealer this is a surprisingly choice
lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Collection. Large old time holding of used U.S., neatly arranged in ancient glassine envelopes; better
items include an excellent arrangement of more valuable Washington-Franklin coils including 394’s and 413’s; much
value to be had in this interesting lot. Scott $8,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-2000. Mounted in two albums and a binder, mint includes 281, 294-299,
323-327, strop of four 328 & 329, 367 block of four, 397-399, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Kansas Nebraska
overprint complete, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, C1-C6, C18, with mint & used Ducks, in addition there
are scores of block & plate blocks, a toothsome lot for the dealer or collector, review, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Collection, 1935-97. In four Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip cases, with some premium items:
Recalled Legends of the West sheet and duck stamps mostly complete from RW38-RW67. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Early Classic Collection (11//40). Nice appearing group of early classics handsomely displayed on
two hingeless album pages; 2 stamps altogether (one, a #35 with perforations trimmed off is not counted); and includes
#’s 9, 11 (unused), 14 x (2), 17 X (2, one with double transfer), 24 o.g., hinged, 25, 26 o.g., hinged, 33, 35 x (2), 36 x (2),
37-38, and 40 - the 1875 reprint - unused, without gum as issued; a decent group with many usable stamps for the
ebayer. Scott $4,300+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Sparse Collection. Beautiful Schaubek Hingeless album sparsely peppered with better quality, mostly
never hinged stamps; a wonderful opportunity for any collector who needs a top quality album with select examples of
the 1930’s issues already taken care of. Scott $2,138.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Useful Mint & Used Balance, 1861-1960. Housed in a Lighthouse album with never hinged pages,
with mint & used 230-237, 285-290, Kansas-Nebraska partial coverage, mint includes 832-834, C5-C6, C18, some
scattered back of the book material, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Monster Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1960. A great buy for any dealer, includes mint #252, 260 o.g.,
mint 420, Q3, Q5, Q7 & Q8 NH, mint & used singles & plate blocks, postage, first day covers, mixed condition, every
card, page & glassine should be examined, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Gutter Snipe Collection, 1920’s-80’s. Approximately 200 pieces of mostly mint and mostly blocks of
four, with captures ranging from perf captures to portions of stamps opposite the gutter, in two small stock books with
many early 1920’s and 1930’s issues, with highlights: 632 pair with portions of stamp opposite the gutter, 634, 636, 641
single, 642 used pair, 648, 692, 694 with small portions of gutter stamps, 699, 700, 720, some Presidentials and early 3¢
purples, several Famous Americans and 3¢ commemoratives to modern 1980’s commemoratives, used and o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Premium Prexie Collection. A sharp collection housed in an album, includes mint set with coils &
booklets, set of first day covers and a set of plate blocks less 833, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Collection of 20th Century Singles and Plate Blocks, 1942-79. In 12 White Ace albums containing
1030-53 and some other useful slight premium sets, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Well Centered Used Mostly Classical Collection. Each stamp with PSE certificate, with a few better
items that include: 116 and 146 as well as many premium singles that were hand picked for being attractive well
centered singles with jumbo margins, mostly Extremely Fine to Superb.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Magnificent Fancy Cancellation Study; Ex: Skinner. The finest fancy cancel collection ever to hit the
market intact and as received; nearly 280 hand picked fancy cancellations from the Hubert Skinner collection
attractively assembled on stock pages with corresponding reference number next to each stamp; there are fancy corks
including masks, clovers, leaf, targets, patent, hearts, shields, flags, along with some major rarities including Scott #65
Waterbury “Skull and Cross bones” (PH-S 6) with 1986 P.F. certificate; Scott #65 with beautiful strike of “US in star
studded fancy wreath” of Albany, New York (PT-C 17); Scott #65 - two examples with Corry Pennsylvania fancy “Eagle
with three bars” (PT-E 4) plus another Corry, Pennsylvania fancy Eagle with Four Bars" (PT-E 3); Scott #73 with fancy
Waterbury “Man In Hat” (PH-F 9); Scott #114 fancy Waterbury “Skull and Cross bones” (S-E PH-S 12) with 2001 P.F.
certificate; all of these eye catching examples are fully described, and already prices; the marked retail is an incredible
$113,860.00; the perfect lot for any show dealer specializing in better quality fancy cancels or an Ebayer’s delight - as all
the work is already done; this is one of the most important lots in the collections sale and is a lot not to be missed, not only
for it’s incredible value - but for its absolute beauty, Ex: Skinner.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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U.S., Fancy Cancels Collection, 1847-67. A dozen homemade Scott album pages with a lovely array of the
fancy cancels of the period; we note numerals ranging from “3" to ”48", a grand strike of “64" on single plus ”1867"
alongside c.d.s. on cover, a page of various cogwheel types, a gorgeous full strike of “STEAM/SHIP” on horizontal pair,
a tough “[REG]ISTER[ED]” on single, New York and Boston Express Mail c.d.s.’s, a “01" (reversed ”10") on Rochester
PA cover, even a spearhead and arrowhead; strikes are clear, with many complete or better than normal, F.-V.F. with
better, be sure to view.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

123

m
U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1861-68. 45 stamps & 4 covers, includes 23 red cancels with a (P)AID and a
“Paid/3" in a circle, 4 green cancels, 6 numerals, Weston ”W"(S-E LS-W 24), Titusville PA “T” (S-E LS-T 13), Alpena MI
“A” (S-E LS-A8), Greenfield MA Trowel (PO-Tr 1), Philadelphia “Mummers” (S-E FR-NMc 1), generally full strikes,
please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

124

H/m/)
U.S., 1861 Specialized Collection (63//78). Beautiful stamp and cover collection presented on home made
pages; wonderful offering of these desirable issues; a few of the highlights include two examples of #67, plus 67b the
olive yellow shade, plus a choice used example used with #68 on cover to France; there’s several choice used #68’s
along with a select unused o.g. example plus a block/3 on cover to Germany; there are 9 used examples of 70, 70a or 78
plus 2 examples on covers to England; eight #71’s plus a handsome cover to France; there’s some interesting 2¢
Black-Jacks on varying covers including one that “appears” to be a bisect used on cover to Texas; two #75’s plus cover
with #68 to France; eight #76’s plus strip/3 used with #65 on cover to Germany; there are also a half dozen examples of
#77 along with another example used with a Banknote issue Scott #207 on mourning cover to Massachusetts; finally
there’s some better Fractional Currency issues in much nicer condition than normally encountered; a great unpicked
group that is sure to stir the collector inside of you. Scott $40,000+.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

14

U.S., Fancy Cancels Collection, Second Issue through Trans-Mississippis, 1851-93. Well over 600
stamps (singles, pairs, blocks) in a slipcased red Elbe springback album, on homemade quadrille pages; the cancels
struck on stamps between Scott #7 and 288, with the bulk of the holding through the Bank Notes; we note some regular
c.d.s.’s on the earliest issues (in black, red or blue), with a wide variety of fancy or auxiliary cancels following, including
PAID, rowed or gridded circles, stars (positive and negative), numerals, targets and geometrics, nice cogwheels and
circles of wedges, crossroads, “US” (positive and negative), a Waterbury #21, shields, letters (positive and negative), a
Chicago Supplemental Mail blue, revenue, steamer, a possible Albany NY “Lincoln”, duplexes, Registered and much,
much more; most singly, some multiples plus a few on piece, with values including several 90¢ issues, including a lightly
cancelled #72, Very Fine cancels overall, definitely one to view.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Cool Cancels Compendium, 1851-79. In a camel-fronted heavy board stockbook; many hundreds
(our rough count came to well over 600) of US Classics bearing a variety of cancels and markings; we note manuscript
rates, a wealth of c.d.s.’s, a range of targets, New York Foreign Mail, flowers and circles-of-wedges, geometrics,
“compass points”, PAID, grids, stars, crosses, negative letters and numerals, and more; generally clean and sound
throughout, Very Fine overall, add this to your viewing list.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Approved Cancels Collection, 1861-80s. Presented on 14 stockpages of various makes; we counted
175 stamps, majority of which are from the Bank Note era; we note bulls-eyes, circled shields, grids, numerals,
crossroads, blues and violets, negatives (numerals, letters, stars and “US”), New York Foreign Mail examples, an
octagonal Philadelphia c.d.s., geometrics, flowers and wedges, even a few 10¢ Continental varieties (double paper, silk
fibers (2), ribbed paper), etc. A few stamps with condition issues, but cancels are Very Fine overall, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Precancel Frankenstein, 1898-1980. Thousands of precancels in four volumes, a cigar box and
hundreds of envelopes, includes special deliveries, parcel posts, parcel posts due, commemoratives, postage dues,
airmails, blocks & multiples, Glen Allen Star, small box of hundreds of Texas precancels, with stamps from the small
bureaus, 1902 definitive issue, 1922 definitive issue and Prexies, unchecked for transient perfs or varieties, simply
put-the best precancel collection we have had the pleasure of presenting to our clients, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., A Pocket-full of Cancelled Bank Notes, 1880s. Neatly arrayed in a small-format eight-page (16-side)
red Lighthouse stockbook; Bank Notes predominate, but we note a few earlier issues plus 1869 Pictorials to the 24¢
value; nicely struck cancels throughout, with crosses, stars, letters, wedges, targets, “FREE”, “PAID”, a two-line red “[
]/Correos”, manuscript, Supplementary Mail, ferns, cogwheels and more, generally Very Fine, a pretty compilation;
inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Block and Plate Block Collection. Impressive holding of better “key” plate blocks and multiples from
the 1920’s and 1930’s; a boatload of plates from the 1922 flat plate issue, a handsome #630 White Plains sheet/25, a in
depth selection of Farley cross gutter blacks, a lovely selection of #906 China plates; and a plethora of #893 Bell plate
blocks; a tremendous holding of these highly salable multiples. Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

128
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U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1930’s-96. On White Ace pages, containing: 549, 699, 704-15, 740-49,
756-65, 785-94, 803-34, 909-21, 1030-53, C18 block of four and so much face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

129
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U.S., Mint Sheet Collection. Multiple mint sheet folders and albums containing a wonderful selection of
desirable mint sheets, highlighted by a scarce 498f A.E.F. booklet pane of 30 (small margin fault), a fresh mint complete
set of perforated National Parks issues 740-749; a great selection of the 1930’s 3¢ purples; and a plethora of desirable
Overrun Countries sheets; there a few that are rolled up - but that is the exception, not the rule; a tremendous holding
with considerable value. Scott $8,800+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

130
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U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1920-53. Mounted on White Ace pages in large album, containing 630
(repaired perf separations), 730-31 and plate blocks 548-49, 614, 617-18, 627, 628, 643, 646, 649-50, various other 2c
reds to red cross issue, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, 859-93, 909-21 and 3¢ commemoratives to 1953, o.g., many never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., 1861 1¢ Blue Study (63//102). Impressive study of the 1¢ 1861 and 1875 issue; includes 18 Scott #63’s
in varying shades of blue, and even includes an impressive example of the 1875 re-issue, Scott #102 with part original
gum; there’s three unused 63’s and 12 choice used examples with some better cancellations or desirable shades
approaching the scarcer ultramarine color variety which is seldom seen; the 1867 grilled issues include a #86 E grill,
and two # the F grill.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Fabulous Plate Block Collection. Extremely appealing U.S. plate block collection from 1909 to 1957
loaded with better lightly hinged or never hinged plates selected for choice centering; highlights include #’s 367-68,
370-373, 397, 537, 1920 Pilgrims 548-550 complete, 610-612, 614-619, 620-621 blocks/10 (not full plate blocks),
622-623, 632-42, 647-648, numerous 2¢ Reds; 704-15 complete, 740-49 complete, and Famous American 859-93
complete; the group of Airmail plate blocks is outstanding and include C7-12, C16-C24 that include a lovely Baby-Zepp
top plate/6; if choice centering and fresh plate blocks is what you desire, then this lot is for you.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1927-50. Mint collection with Washington Bicentennial issue complete, 639,
667 (2), 833 (2), 834, 906, C3 block of four with plate # & “Top”, C7-C9, C10, C12, C24 plus many more, be sure to check
this out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection, 1930-95. Over 170 EFOs in a small stockbook, includes
misperfs, under inkings, misregisters, imperfs, gutters, test stamps, Columbian dollar value imitations, with 1891a,
2112a, 2130b, 2136a, 2609a, 3265a, and many more, there are some spectacular items present, careful examination
will result in some aggressive bids, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection, 1910’s-90’s. In Supersafe stock book, containing 481 block of
four with Kansas City roulette perforations, signed on back and with photocopy of Wilson Wood certificate, 499 corner
margin block of four with slight shift, 639 gutter snipe with decent capture of adjoining stamps, 702 single with horizontal
perforations shifted 50% into stamp design, 2¢ Nebr. block of 12 with overprint shifted into middle of stamp, 696 gutter
snipe with decent capture of adjoining stamps, 915 reverse printing, 1033 gutter block of four with portions of adjoining
stamps, two 4¢ Lincoln misperf pairs, three 5¢ Washington booklet panes with gutter mark captures, 1338Gh, 6¢
Olympics extra inking, 8¢ Eisenhower booklet pane with slight shift upward, 8¢ Boston Tea Party color shifts, 8¢ Wildlife
Conservation block with multiple color shifts, 15¢ Holmes booklet with vertical perforations shifted half way into left
stamp, 1608 block of six with a strange shade of tan ink, 1891a, 1842a, 1894b, 18¢ Flag over mountains booklet with
vertical perfs shifted into cut to make center stamps imperf between, C Rate gutter capture block of three, 14¢ Sinclair
Lewis block with 3 horizontal imperf between pairs, slight misperf of 22¢ Navajo Art plate block of 15, BK160 Birds color
shift booklet, 2104 two stamps with vertical perforations shifted diagonally, 2115f, 2136a, 2283B red omitted complete
booklet, 2201b complete booklet, 29¢ Flag Booklet vertical perforation shift into design, 2875 major double transfer,
3066a, misperf of Canada 9¢ Victoria Bill Stamp and Canada 1878 pair with shifted die cut and missing colors, a great
collection with a diverse selection of errors, used and o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Airmail Collection, 1918-91. On Scott National pages, containing C1-6, C13-15 and C108d; condition
is generally sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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U.S., Booklet Panes, In Depth Specialized Collection. Phenomenal booklet pane collection from the
estate of Myron Hyman; a specialized collection of panes from position D - each showing plate number used to produce
each plate; this impressive holding includes 2 never hinged 405b with plate #6079 and 6086; 406a with plate numbers
5937, 5939, 6047 an 6554; 463a (5) - with plate numbers 7355, 7556, 7557, 7560, and 7969; 498e x 46 different plate
numbers; 499e x 56 different plate numbers; 501b x 3 different plate numbers, 552a, 554c, and 804b and 806b in a huge
array of different plate numbers; impossible to duplicate; this marvelous collection would enhance any serious plate #
collector’s collection. Scott $7,500+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Absolutely Spectacular Collection. One of the most impressive back of the book
collections we have had the pleasure to offer in some time; beautifully presented in Lighthouse Hingeless album, this
wonderful offering includes complete Airmail issues with a stunning top quality used set of Zepps C13-C15 - the top two
values with graded P.S.E. certificates, along with a nice assortment of salable plate blocks C11, C17, C19, and C25-31;
the Special Delivery issues are complete and are mostly mint E1-E21; Postage Dues are well represented with J1-7,
J18-21, J22-28, J38-43, and J45-50; 1919 U.S. Offices in China complete K1-K18 with extra K13 in differing shade;
impressive 1873 and 1879 Official including O1-9 complete, O12-14, O15-24 complete, O25-32, O35-45 complete,
O47-56 complete, O57-67, Scarcer O68 - $2 State Dept., O72-82 complete, O83-93 complete, and some decent soft
paper issues; the scarcer Newspaper issues are better than normally encountered and include PR1-8, PR9-13, 15, 18,
22-23, 57, 59-63, 66-67, 70, 72, 78, 81-83, 86, and 114-125; six P.S.E. certificates accompany this elusive group;
there’s a select complete set of 1912 Parcel Post issues Q1-12, and Parcel Post Due JQ1-5; U.S. Possessions include
a gorgeous group of Guam #’s 1-12; completing this impressive collection is a complete set of 1869 Pictorial card proofs
112-122P4 - each a bit faded probably from being displayed in sunlight, otherwise quite elusive; an entertaining
collection overflowing with value and a lot that certainly shouldn’t be missed.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Phenomenal and Magnificent Collection. Nicely presented in an overflowing old
time Scott American album which is so old it’s falling apart; with a carefully counted correct catalog value of well over
$50,000 - this collection should not be missed; it contains a lovely mint set of the 1919 U.S. Offices in China K1-K18
(Scott catalog $2,110.00); a huge assortment of mint and used 1873 and 1879 Hard and soft paper Officials with
Agriculture O1-O9, Executive O11-14, Interior O15-24, Justice O25-34, Navy O35-45, Post Office O47-56, State
O57-67, Treasury O72-82, War O87-93, Soft paper Interior, Justice, Treasury and War plus several Postal Savings
O121-126 - these wonderful Officials have a current Scott catalog value of $14,585.00; the valuable group of
Newspaper stamps is particularly attractive, includes PR3b, PR5 x (2), PR16-22, PR63-64, PR67-68, and scarce
PR109-110 and PR112-113, these elusive Newspaper stamps have a current Scott catalog value of over $32,000.00;
the selection of 1853-1976 cut squares is truly remarkable, this valuable group catalogs for over $12,000.00; complete
set of all used Duck Hunting Permit stamps from 1934 to 1976 - this used group would be very difficult to duplicate as
they are quite elusive in choice condition; there’s an extraordinary selection of Confederate State stamps from 1861 to
1864 mixed used or mint and include scarcer numbers such as two used #5’s, along with #9 the “T-E-N” variety in
unused condition - these confederate States stamp catalog for over $3,900.00; finally there some mixed quality United
Nations which as we all know have virtually no value; this wonderful collection would be perfect for any dealer or
collector looking to expand their back of the book inventory and even though it looks old and tattered on the outside, the
stamps are actually quite nice. Scott $53,838.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1861-1935. Housed in a Scott album with Platinum hingeless pages,
mint includes C1-C6, C18, E4, E6-E7, QE1-QE4, Q1-Q9, Q11-Q12, K11, useful Officials, postage dues & newspapers,
plus mint ducks with RW3-RW4, RW6-RW13, RW14-RW19, RW20-RW27, needs to be closely examined for NH items,
a great start to a back of the book collection or for stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1861-1950. Nice group of mint & used material, includes mint J66a,
J95 wide spacing pair, Q9, JQ1-JQ5, used Match & Medicines, locals, all manner of revenues, PR3-PR4, Officials
include mint O25, O27-O30, O32-O33, O49 block of four, O93, use includes O26-O30, O35-O36, an outstanding lot for
your pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Multiple Collection. Impressive collection presented on Harris album pages most in Showguard mounts; while the majority of the items presented in this interesting collection are plate blocks, there
are a few blocks of four and even some choice singles; singles include C4-C6 x (2) each, and C10a booklet panes x (2);
blocks include a C4 block/6 with a plate number (not a plate block), a choice C18 block/4 with plate number (not a full
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plate block), a JQ3 bottom left corner block/9, and a QE4 block/6; the strength of this collection is in the outstanding
plate blocks which include C7-C11 (all tops), C12 side, C16-C17, C19-C24, C25-C31 complete set, and two C46 plates;
then lots of more modern airmails plates with face value over $100+; there are some nice Special Delivery plates, then
there is a fresh Q1 plate/6, along with QE1-3 plates; all in all - lots of value for the money. Scott $3,500+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
141

m

142

H/m
U.S., Revenue and Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1898-2010. In two albums and a small group of loose
items in sheet protectors, containing a pane of stamps from the Seagram Whisky company featuring 48 U.S. state
stamps, a selection of quadrille pages of “I.R.” overprints with a page of singles varieties and several pages containing
16 1¢ plate number strips of three and 30 2¢ plate number strips of three, an album of Scott Specialty and quadrille
pages, with strong with documentary issues from 1940-1954 with plenty of better large higher values, 120 different
Telegraph stamps with some full mint panes, a group of local stamps with some reprint multiples, some private die
proprietary, a page of ration stamps, a couple pages of playing cards, a couple pages of Cigar, Cigarette and Tobacco
stamps, an album of full panes of Christmas Seals from 1971-2010 and finally approximately 100 covers (mostly
Presidential related) and a collection of probably an additional 100 Presidential Inauguration covers from FDR to
Trump, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

143

H
U.S., Revenue Collection. Attractive revenue collection in clear mounts neatly presented on Scott National
album pages; although there’s nothing of huge value, there’s a wide range of attractive revenue stamps including First
Issue, Second issue, Documentary, Proprietary, Future Delivery, Stock Transfer, and Motor Vehicle issues; a nice lot
on which to expand upon. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $300 - 400

144

H

145

m
U.S., Revenue Stamped Checks, Massive Accumulation (RND1, RNG1). Of #RND1 (700!) and #RNG1 in
blue (1400!!) plus approximately 300 checks franked with 2¢ Battleship Documentary stamps (not counted in Scott
value), F.-V.F. Scott $8,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

146

H

147

HH

148

HH/H
U.S., Duck Stamps, PSE Graded Collection. RW4 XF-Sup 95J dist. o.g., RW10 XF 90, RW11 VF 80,
RW13 VF-XF 85 (2), RW14 XF 90J, RW15 XF-Sup 95, RW17 XF 90, RW17 XF-Sup 95, RW19 XF 90, RW22 XF 90J,
RW22 XF-Sup 95, RW23 XF-Sup 95 previously hinged, RW24 XF 90 (2), RW24 XF 90J, RW24 XF-Sup 95 (2), RW25
XF-Sup 95, RW27 XF-Sup 95 (2), RW28 XF-Sup 95 previously hinged, RW31 XF 90, RW32 VF-XF 85, RW35 XF-Sup
dist. o.g., RW37 XF-Sup 95, RW38 XF-Sup 95J (2), RW39 XF 90, RW39 XF-Sup 95, RW39 Sup 98 previously hinged,
RW40 XF 90, RW41 XF-Sup 95, RW42 XF 90 (2), RW42 XF 90J, RW44 XF 90, RW45 XF 90, RW46 XF-Sup 95J, RW46
XF 90, RW47 XF 90, RW48 XF 90, RW49 XF 90 (2), RW52 XF-Sup 95J, RW55 XF 90, RW55 XF-Sup 95, RW55 XF 90,
RW55 XF-Sup 95, RW55 Sup 98, RW56 XF-Sup 95, RW56 Sup 98, RW57 XF 90, RW57 XF-Sup 98, RW59 XF 90 (2),
RW62 XF-Sup 95, RW62 Sup 98, RW63 XF 90 and RW66 Sup 98 (2), o.g., never hinged (unless noted otherwise),
mostly Extremely Fine to Superb. SMQ $7,195+.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Revenue Collection, 1861-73. Exquisite selection of revenues, some better include R2c, R14c, R41c,
R73c, R74c, R77c, R79c, R80c, R86c, R90c, R92c, R97c, R98c, R100c (2), R101c, RB5-RB7 (2), also a very nice
section of imperf & part-perf examples, a wonderful lot to expand upon or break up for auction, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Proprietary Revenue Collection (RU1-RU16). Phenomenal collection in beautifully mounted and
annotated pages in attractive white binder; exhibit quality collection of these challenging stamps including differing
papers and shades; a pleasure to review and well worth a serious bid. Scott $1,618.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Private Die Medicine, Extensive Medicine Bottle Collection. Over 150 items, a lifetime collection of
these scarce to rare collectible items that the medicine stamps were used on, over 25 with original boxes and includes 2
electro-shock kits, owner spent into five-figures and is hoping for more than our ultra-conservative estimate, viewing is
not only enjoyable but fascinating to see the various cure-alls and quackery that was prevalent at these historic times,
Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Duck Stamps, Massive Modern Accumulation (RW40//RW66). Absolutely phenomenal holding of
the more modern Duck Hunting Permit stamps; including some better $5.00 plates including RW40 - mostly in attractive
never hinged plate blocks, this remarkable selection is in immaculate mint condition and would be a worthwhile
investment for any serious dealer or collector; the face value adds up to an incredible - $24,479.00 and this lot an
probably be had for a percentage of its incredible value, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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149

HH/H

150

H/m
U.S., It’s Duck Season! 1934-73. A lovely array of our feathered friends, virtually complete mint, with only
the space for #RW6 empty; several signed, including #RW3 (catalogue value $1000!), with #RW10 and RW13 present
mint and used, and duplicate mint copies of #RW11-RW12; numerous issues are plate number singles, with all
incredibly fresh and, generally, very nicely centered, Very Fine, this is no canard of a collection; be sure to view.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

151

HH/H
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1938-2012. An exceptional selection of Federal Duck Stamps, includes but
not limited to RW3, RW4, RW5, RW6, RW9 (2), RW15, RW22, RW26 plate # pair, RW27 plate block, RW75b (5), and
many more, restock now at these low prices, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

152

HH

153

H

154

H

155

HH

156

s

157

H

158

H/m
U.S., Telegraph Collection, 1881-1947. 170+ singles or panes on Springer pages with 14T2, 14T3 used,
15TO16 complete booklet (some stamps stuck to interleaving), 15TO18 and 16T99-16T103 complete panes, usual
mixed condition, a great collection with so many different stamps of this often neglected section of so many collections,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,208.
Estimate $400 - 600

159

H/)

18

U.S., Federal and State Duck Stamp Collection, 1945-92. In Scott specialty album of Federal and State
Duck Stamps and a second album full of limited edition Federal Souvenir Card RW55-RW59 with stamps affixed to card
with various cancels, specialty album contains (NH, used stamps not noted) Federal Duck Stamps: RW12, RW13,
RW15, RW23-25, RW29-33, RW35, RW37, RW44-49, RW51-53, RW55-59, and State Ducks mostly complete from
1985-1991 with the following better: Arkansas 1-3, 8 imperf pair, California 1, Florida 2-4 with tabs, New Hampshire 3
and Ohio 1-2, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Duck Stamps, 1998-2007. Singles, plate blocks, self adhesive panes and a full pane of JDS8 jr. duck
stamps, total Face Value $900, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1934-66. Mounted on Scott hingeless pages, o.g. (with the occasional toning
or disturbed gum), generally F.-V.F. centering. Scott $3,465.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Duck Stamps, Modern Collection (RW35-RW75). Handsome group of 51 duck stamps or souvenir
sheets from 1968 to 2008, an extremely fresh and choice group of these beautiful duck stamps hand picked for
centering and freshness. Scott $1,700+.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Duck Stamp Selection, 1998-2001. RW65 full pane of 30, RW65A (2), RW67A (2), RW68A and JDS9
(2 full panes of 30), a total of $825 face value, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Duck Stamp Autographed First Day Program Collection, 1989-2002. 21 different first day
programs, signed by artist and other dignitaries attending the first day program, with other duck related signed first day
programs and first day cancels on certificates of appreciation; tear on back cover, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal Savings, Specialized Collection (PS1//PS14). Absolutely sensational collection of singles,
blocks, plate # strips, and plate blocks; the most comprehensive holding of these popular stamp we’ve offered in a long
time; includes several choice PS7 plate blocks, two of which are never hinged; interesting PS4 multiples showing
experimental spacings; two better blocks of PS15 plus a scarce top margin plate # block/6 - never hinged; a large quality
of PS11-14 plate blocks in choice condition; this specialized collection also includes extremely elusive used plate
blocks of Official stamps, O123 and O125, along with a scarcer mint corner margin block/4 of O122 never hinged that
catalogs for $1,700.00; a tremendous grouping for any serious student specializing in these issues. Scott $14,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Christmas Topical Collection, 1907-77. Presented in a stockbook, Christmas seal collection,
1907-1941, proofs, worldwide first day covers, souvenir sheets and stamps, an enchanting topical collection, inspection
invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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160

H/m
U.S., High Value Holding. Incredibly valuable holding of better U.S. commemoratives; 37 desirable stamps;
used items include an attractive #122, two #241’s, 243, 2 each of 292 and 293; select unused includes 166, 218, three
241’s, five 243’s, two 244’s, two 245’s, 276, four attractive 292’s the popular Cattle in Storm, five 293’s, 312-313. 404,
and two C13’s; a tremendous holding with an immense catalog value - perfect for the Ebay dealer looking for a
wonderful selection to offer his clientele; don’t miss out this impressive holding, as they rarely come this nice with such a
choice selection of great stamps; one 244 with 2004 P.S.E. certificate, another 244 with 2018 P.F. certificate and 293
with 2004 PSE certificate graded Fine-70.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

161

H/m

162

H

163

H

164

H/m

165

m

U.S., “Buy It Now” Selection. Tremendous offering of over 200 better quality United States stamps neatly
presented on #104 cards; each stamp comes complete with description and handy “Buy It Now, or Best Offer” pricing for
easy upload onto Ebay, Hipstamp, or your own website; all the works been done and the total marked buy it now price
totals a whopping $34,150.00; highlights of this handsome selection include 12 used, 15 used, 71-72 used, 95 used,
and 278 used x (3) and 292 Cattle In Storm, 118-119 used; choice unused stamps include nice examples of 237-239,
400A, 403, 419, 421, 505 error of color in a combination strip/3, 515 with PFC, 532 JUMBO showing part of surrounding
8 stamps, choice selection of better airmail issues including C5 x (4) - each with certificate for block from which they
came, some attractive Special Delivery issues, excellent Shanghai’s and Officials, plus some better Newspaper, Parcel
Post, and Parcel Post Due issues; there are even some select Confederate States issues including some huge
JUMBO’s along with a couple choice Hawaiian issues; no junk to be found throughout this wonderful offering - just a
perfect lot for any dealer willing to spend a few bucks for a tremendous offering.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
U.S., Phenomenal Holding. Wonderful selection of better U.S. neatly presented in large stockbook; all
stamps placed on black cards for preservation; highlights of this wonderful intact offering, which it being offered intact,
as received, per instructions of the seller include a nice array of high value 1893 Columbians, 241, 242 x (2), 243 x (2),
and 244; a nice group of 50¢ Trans-Mississippi issues x (5); choice hinged #325 block/4; a spectacular group of Airmails
including C1 center line block/4, C2 x (2) center line blocks/4, C2 block/4, C3 x (2) center line blocks/4, C3 x (3) regular
blocks/4; and there is an incredible selection of better Duck Hunting Permit stamps including RW6/RW11 singles in
quality, blocks of RW10-RW12, RW13 x (2), choice plate blocks of 6 include scarce RW6 (no side selvage), RW8,
RW10, RW13 x (2), RW17, and RW25; one of the most beautiful array of “key” salable items any dealer could ever hope
for, as this extraordinary offering has a little bit of everything.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Remarkable Newspaper Stamp Holding - Many With Certificates. Neatly presented on black cards;
a useful grouping correctly identified that includes PR5 with top margin imprint, PR14-16, RPR23, PR57 x (17), PR58 x
(10), PR59 x (11), PR60 x (2), PR81 (63) along with two blocks/4 plus a right sheet margin strip/3, PR90 x (6) each with
recent Crowe certificate, PR91 x (23) never hinged examples - each with recent Crowe certificate, PR92, PR104, and a
decent group of PR114/125 the quality is much better than normally encountered of these tough Newspaper stamps
and any dealer willing to put in a small amount of effort will find this lot very rewarding. Scott $51,392.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Remarkable Holding of Popular Issues. Impressive lot of mostly never hinged stamps - including a
handsome group of Washington-Franklin coils, 1938 Prexies, and 1954 Liberty series; all better numbers neatly
presented on black stock cards or dealer counter pages; highlights of this fascinating lot include #353 used x (80), 442 x
(50) singles (89) pairs, along with strips and line pairs, 483 x (21) plate blocks/6, 484 x (23) plate blocks/6, a nice quality
of 492 in pairs, strips and line pairs, a selection of 509/517 in choice multiples; the 1939 Presidentials include 832 x
(117) singles) plus blocks and a few plate blocks, 833 X (96) singles along with (28)blocks/4, 834 x (106); $5.00 Liberty
Series - 1053 x (43) singles plus a plate block/4; incredible holding of these popular and highly salable stamps. Scott
$57,834.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Interesting Selection of Better Stamps. With an extraordinary selection of the 24¢ issue in a wide
assortment of color shades, 70c violet shade x (2) including 78’s x (14), plus several choice used examples of 229 and
240; then you’ll find a huge accumulation of 224’s 227’s, 271’s and 272 in used condition; finally there is a handsome
group of State Duck stamps and Junior Duck stamps, including JDS3, AK5b, LA 1a-2a, MS17A Governor signed,
Montana A10, and NH 5b Governor’s Edition; an interesting lot that has a little bit of everything for everyone.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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166

H/m

167

U.S., Valuable Selection of Quality 19th Century. Housed in the finest handmade stockbook we have
encountered (from Safe); a well-described holding of better singles and multiples ready to be priced for resale
individually; includes used #7 (lovely pair), 9 (2 pairs and 2 strips of 3 plus four nice singles), 14, 17 (3), 25 (2), 35 (4
quality singles), 36 (5), 38 (2), 68 (7), 68a (3), 69 (5), 71 (3), 72, 73 (5), 76 (2), 77 (4), 78b, 93 (2), 96, 97 (3), 98 (3), 100,
117 (Extremely Fine copy), 149 (2), 154 (2), 155, 160, 163, 165, 166 (2), 189 (3), 217, 218 (3) and a nice #102e $2
revenue perf; mint or no gum highlights include #7, 26, 65, 68a, 69, 73, 94, 148, 179, 209, 214 (2), 216 (2); a few small
faults but overall a nice quality holding with a number of superior stamps, F.-V.F., with much better, well worth
inspection. Scott $21,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

168

H/m

169

H/m/)
U.S., Wide Ranging Holding, 1861-1999. A delightful lot presented for your pleasure, mint includes 719,
E12, J88, RW35 plate blocks, 157, 240, 288, 298, 550, 619, RW42, used C1, two Rare U.S. Stamp Investment
Portfolios, Reader’s Digest United States Postage Stamp Collection, mint sheet album with 5¢ & 6¢ postage, first day
covers include three albums from Reader’s Digest, album of One Hundred Stamps of the 50 States, State Birds &
Flowers, plus plenty of postage with a few high values, plus a small box of 3¢ to 10¢ plate blocks, be sure to check it out,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

170

HH/H/m

171

HH/H

U.S., Selection on Old-Time Auction Cards. Impressive holding of dozens of better and interesting United
States stamps still on the old-time auction lotting cards they were originally purchased on; includes a better selection of
Black-Jacks, early bisects still on piece, a 144, a C3 center line block, Special deliveries, locals on and off cover, and
even a choice group of 1909 Parcel Post issues; plenty of value to be found in this eclectic offering.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
H/m

U.S., Mint & Used Premium Stamp Holding, 1847-1975. A view hundred mint & used stamps on display
cards, with stamps used 1 with pen cancel, 67, 72, Black Jack collection, 112, 117, 119-120, 218, 240, plus a few better
cancels, mint 287, 330, K4-K6, K8-K10, small group of card proofs, light but useful duplication, with a few mint NH items,
set aside sufficient time to properly evaluate this lovely selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Better Holding, 1861-1975. On display cards and auction sheets, a small sample includes mint Q8,
O18, O39, O75, O92, used plate blocks 832-834, mint & used Banknotes including a huge 2¢ and a 3¢ with complete
offset on reverse, plenty of saleable items, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Nice Little Assortment of Better Items on Stock Cards. 1 used and mint: 308, 399, 570, 571, 572,
573 single with imprint, 1053 plate block, C13, C18 plate number pair and some decent Presidential and Famous
American plate blocks, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

Accumulations
172

H/m

173

H
U.S., Valuable Accumulation. Impressive holding neatly presented on 6 x 8" stock pages housed in old
style wooden cigar box; tremendous amount of value including a neat page of 1893 Columbians, 230-237 in quantity several being never hinged; 319-320 - the 320 is a plate block/6, complete set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints
658-679 never hinged, outstanding Back Of The Book issues including some gorgeous unused Special Delivery issues
E1-11, some in quantity; much value to be found in the better Newspaper stamps, including PR2-3, 5 and 7, 10, 12, 64,
81, 87 and 114-125; there’s also a lovely group of Confederate States issues #’s 6-8, 11-12, and 13; well worth careful
inspection. Scott $20,000+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

174

m
U.S., Old-Time Used Accumulation. Hundreds of better used stamps neatly arranged in ancient glassines
in box; enormous catalog value of nearly $39K, with an excellent selection of 524’s, 547’s, 572’s and even a C13; a
tremendous holding for any serious dealer of used U.S. Scott $38,916.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

20

U.S., Enormous Accumulation. Loaded into a fancy travel suitcase overflowing with sheets, plate blocks
and singles; impressive group of Columbians including 238 never hinged x (6); outstanding quantitites of C3’s, C6’s and
C18’s; everything imaginable in this suitcase including a large quantity of better sheets plus even some Duck sheets,
important Newspaper stamps, etc.; you will need extra time to fully evaluate this impressive holding and the lucky buyer
gets his own traveling suitcase to take it all home.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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175

H
U.S., Accumulation. Impressive selection of 100’s of different U.S. in glassines and stock cards; highlighted
by attractive examples of scarcer unused #96, 97 and 98, this lot is loaded with value with a nice selection of Airmail,
Special Delivery, and Parcel Post issues.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

176

HH/H

177

H

178

H/m

179

H
U.S., Booklet Pane Accumulation (498e//554c). Balance of the stock of booklet pane specialist Myron
Hyman containing 1000’s of booklet panes neatly organized housed in a single large binder; a lifetime achievement
containing many better panes including many position D panes with plate numbers; a rare opportunity for any advanced
booklet pane collector or dealer looking for a wonderful opportunity to expand their inventory. Scott $16,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

180

H
U.S., Desirable Accumulation. Housed on black card in small gray box loaded with a wonderful selection of
better U.S. stamps; includes 240, 416, E3, JQ2 plate block, etc; also included is a green box overflowing with hundreds
of more common plate blocks from the 1940’s to 1960’s. Scott $9,206.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

181

U.S., Accumulation of Better Numbers. Remarkably fresh group of several better numbers in quantity;
includes an outstanding selection of 8¢ Columbians, Scott #236 - 14 top quality examples in singles and blocks; plus a
valuable section of the 1909 Parcel Post Issues, including #’s Q1-Q11, with some in quantity and mostly never hinged;
an interesting lot with lots of value. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

182

H/m

183

H/m

184

HH/H

185

H/m
U.S., Accumulation. Lots of bang for your buck; a decent appearing group of mint and used; includes an
unused #9 vertical strip/3 (margins cutting into design); 312 unused (short perf at lower left corner); 546 x (8) - off
centered; C13 x (2) both with corner faults; and 100 #J52’s stuck down to their respective sheet interleaving; although
the quality is on the low side, this lot could be a bargain for less than 10% of it’s modest catalog value of over $15,000.
Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mint Accumulation 1868-1975. Presented in 5 volumes and a box, includes mint plate blocks 367,
397, 398, 536, 561, 567, 756-765, block of four C18, mint singles C1-C6 NH, C10a, C18, plus a small worldwide
collection, plus 200.00 in U.S. postage, plus many more sale able items, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Plate Block Accumulation. Tremendous holding of quality early plate blocks from the 1920’s to the
1940’s, with strong showing of the 1930’s 3¢ purple issues, and some better back of the book; excellent quality
throughout. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Old Time Holding, 1850’s-1980’s. In old time stock book and on black approval cards, containing the
following highlights, used: 7 (2), 9, 9 vertical strip of 3, 20, 32, 72, 76, 100, 166, 218, 228 block of four and mint: 133,
some banknotes including 189, 190, 191, 208, 211, 215, 217, 327 (2), 329 block of four, 397 block of four, 573, 656 (2
line pairs), 832-34, 1053 (2), C3, C10a, C15, J25 block of four, some BEP dues to 10¢ a useful group of 1980’s era
errors, etc., take a look at this one because there is much Scott value inside, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H

U.S., Mostly Used Lot 1851-2000. Box of early used stamps 7-999, 1000-3829 in additional boxes, box of
used airmails C2-C141 all with useful duplication, also a small precancel collection, careful viewing will be rewarded,
mixed condition as to be expected, F.-V.F. Scott $13,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Fabulous Accumulation. Loaded in a nice size box; includes mint sheet files, albums and assorted
better U.S., including mint sheet files, albums, and glassine envelopes overflowing with better U.S.; the more
impressive items include a wonderful 234 imprint and plate # strip, some choice Airmail plates including C7-C9; choice
group of Officials and some pristine mint sheets; an interesting mish mash that is well worth our conservative estimate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Early Airmail Quality Accumulation, 1918-28. C3 block of four (2 LH, 2 NH), C4 (31 NH, 3 hinged), C5
(18 NH), C6 (17 NH) and more, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,900+. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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186

H/m
U.S., Old Time Stock Pile, 1850’s-1960’s. Two large boxes packed with stamps on loose pages, glassines
and albums accumulated over many years, with an album of State Fish stamps, Scott National album containing mint:
230-34, 236, 238-40, 288, 290, 291, a Liberty album containing 551-73, 581-91, 692-701, 832-34, an early Elbe stock /
counter book filled with early 1920’s-1950’s commemoratives, another small Elbe stock book with classics, unsorted
Washington / Franklins and banknote postage dues, a stock book of Canal Zone, a White Ace album containing C1-3,
some airmail plate blocks on White Ace pages including C4, C10, C12, C18, C21-22, a few envelopes of precancels,
some ration books, an old time stock book with many first issue revenues, a small box of booklets from the 1920’s and
1930’s and a few airmail booklets, a small box with a few slightly better items scattered about: mint higher value
Pan-Americans, Washington / Franklins, etc., we only had a chance to make a quick look at the stamps inside and we
are sure you will find more when you view, so take a little time to look at that odd glassine to possibly find that possible
rarity, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

187

H

188

HH/H/m

189

HH

190

s
U.S., Massive Accumulation of 2¢ 1894-1895 Issue. Over 28 pounds of 2¢ Bureau issues, containing tens
of thousands of stamps from old time holding, still on paper and unchecked for various varieties and better types that
could be the basis of a research project or study, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

191

HH/H

192

m

193

H/m

194

H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1851-1975. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in six volumes, used with
112-114, 239, 285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 329-330, C4-C6 blocks of four, mint includes 230, 231, 232 block of four,
234 block of four, 236, 237, 294-297, 330, 550, White Plains sheet, C1 pair, C18, also early deeds, space covers and
mounts, a bunch of surprises present, mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

22

U.S., 1938 Presidential Accumulation (803//893). Wonderful old time stock of these popular stamps neatly
arranged in ancient glassines; some in impressive quantities; also includes an attractive grouping of Famous American
plate blocks 859-893; a great lot for any hoarder looking to add to his estate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Small Accumulation of Better Stamps, 1887-1990’s. A nice little group of stamps on dealer tear
sheets and loose in glassines or envelopes, containing 212, small group of early 20th century used commem’s, 481
plate block, some Washington Franklin coil singles, 538, 540-43, 648 block of four, 702 plate block with red cross shifted
down, 1304 20% perf shift nearly complete coil roll of 500, 2607c strip of three, C7-9 blocks of four, J46a, J77, RW4,
RW10-13, a few modern ducks, approximately 80 mint and used State Duck stamps, testing stamp booklet, some loose
USPS face value postage, a few Hawaii postal stationary entires, some nice early Canal Zone overprints, Canal Zone
C36-41 blocks of four and a few slightly better Ryukus sets, o.g., some never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Plate Block Accumulation, 1930’s-80’s. In old wooden box plate block blocks, many in quantities of
25 starting with 684, items include tagged, dull gum varieties, etc., Scott numbers to 2881 plus folder with 740-49,
1711C (10) and 1622C (4), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Massive Old Time Hoard of 1910’s-30’s Issues. Blocks, partial blocks, loose singles, plate blocks,
even the occasional sheet, from old time estate that was accumulated many decades ago and left untouched for many
years, there are lots of unidentified Washington / Franklins, large strips of 2¢ Washington vertical coils, large blocks of
Pilgrim Tercentenary, many unidentified 1920’s Bureaus, Huguenot-Walloons, Lexington Concords, Norse Americans,
2¢ reds and 3¢ purples, a great treasure hunting lot for grading enthusiasts, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Massive Old Time Kiloware Hoard, 1870’s-1930’s. So many stamps in three large boxes, containing
eight small boxes full of bundles, a medium size box of early 20th century on paper, nine cigar boxes of loose stamps, a
large green metal box filled 2/3 high with kiloware bundles and the remaining 1/3 with glassines full of stamps in
glassines that were never bundled and finally a large box full of bundled covers from 1900’s-1920’s and large bag after
large bag full of older issues (with many banknotes) on piece, a great lot for art projects or searching for Gem singles that
has been off the market for many decades and is now ready to be part of your next stamp treasure hunt, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Stock / Accumulation, 1870’s to 1980’s. Four stock books / albums, some postage and a group of
mint stamps in glassines, containing early mint issues from 1910’s to 1940’s containing 1930’s Bureau rotary issues,
Washington Bicentennial, Parks, Famous Americans in quantity, a group of mint U.S. sheets with $140 face value
postage mostly from the early 1980’s, three stock books of early used U.S. with a good selection of Banknotes, 1890’s
Bureaus and Washington / Franklins, including 228 (19), 229, 276, 310 (5), 311 (2) and 278, an album of hundreds
(perhaps thousands) of bureau precancels, sorted by state, city and then Scott number and finally a group of Palau with
hundreds of dollars worth of face value postage from the 1980’s and 1990’s, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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195

U.S., Collection Balance, 1870’s-2000’s. Of loose album sheets, stock books and various loose envelopes
scattered about, with a brief peruse, we discovered a small stock card of better mint definitive singles, an old time
collection with a couple apparent mint banknotes and used 238, a small collection of plate number strips of three on
White Ace pages up to the “G” issue, a group of mint postal stationary cut squares on a couple large stock pages and a
medium size blue stock book, a nice large stock book of loose revenue issues from late Documentary issues to Stock
Transfers, mostly used in quantity, a group of Duck “Certificate of Appreciation” cards, a set of the mint Smithsonian
Wine stamps (50+ values), a lovely group of mostly unused Philippines and Canal Zone postal stationary. Pretty messy
lot, so there will be little useful items scattered about, but you will need to view carefully to properly evaluate, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Dealers Stocks
196

H/m
U.S., Awe-Inspiring Dealer’s Stock. Sensational offering of all better U.S. neatly presented on black stock
cards or dealer stock pages; virtually all mint - either lightly hinged or never hinged with just an occasional no gum
example included (and noted) - each carefully divided into hinged or never hinged packages; a superb lot for any dealer
looking to enhance their inventory with a barn yard full of better, salable numbers; highlights of this incredible holding
include a choice group of #9’s, a #23 type IV on cover along with a nice group of used 1869 Pictorials including 36
examples of #115; the strength of this collection begin with an impressive selection of 219-227 in mint condition; the
1893 Columbians are perhaps the largest selection of hinged or never hinged examples we’ve ever offered; you’ll find
quantities of #230 x (194) plus five blocks of 4, 231 x (364) plus 14 blocks of 4, 232 x (172), 233 x (58), 234 x (82), 235 x
(94), 236 x (58), 237 x (34), and 238 x (35); the 1898 Trans-Mississippi’s are also well represented, featuring a lovely
array of better mint stamps including #285 x (66), 286 x (292) plus 2 blocks of 4 and two imprint pairs, 287 x (31), 288 x
(29, 289 x (15), and 290 x (8); the 1901 Pan-Americans are a gorgeous group - #294 x (149), 295 x (18) plus five scarcer
plate blocks/8, 296 x (43), 297 x (68), 298 x (32), and 299 x (34); the next grouping is a pristine selection of the more
difficult 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition issue in excellent quantities including #323 x (50, 324 x (140) along with 8
Post Office fresh blocks/4, 325 x (37), 326 x (16), and 327 x (15); he 1909 commemoratives include excellent quantities
of #372 x (92) plus 3 blocks/4, and the scarcer imperforate #373 x (40) singles (20) pairs plus nine top quality blocks/4;
moving on to the 1913 Panama-Pacific Exposition issue that includes #397 x (104) along with four blocks/4 and two
blocks/6, 398 x (247), 399 x (61), 400 x (14) plus an immaculate mint block/6, 400A x (13), 401 x (401 x (8), 402 x (12),
and the “in demand” #403 x (18); this ultimate assortment of commemorative issues finishes up with a striking selection
of the 1919 Victory issue - #537, with (332) singles (21) blocks/4, and (4) plate blocks/6; this remarkable offering is
loaded with Post Office fresh stamps that look like they were just broken from mint sheets; this lot would be virtually
impossible to duplicate as better Commemoratives in this quantity are virtually unobtainable at any price; a
one-in-a-lifetime opportunity and one of the highlights of this auction - this is a lot that shouldn’t be missed. Scott
$226,587.
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000

197

m

198

H

U.S., Classic Dealer’s Stock of Better Stamps. Tremendous used classic lot from the 1861 issue to a
particularly strong 1970’s Banknote section; this is the balance of the Gordon Eustic stock that we removed from
tattered old-time 1930’s stock pages and re mounted on black stock pages; a large number of better cancellations and
many VF or better stamp are present throughout; a few of the highlights include a desirable selection of the 24¢ 1861
issue with #70’s, 70a’s, scarcer steel blues 70b’s, and 78’s; better Banknote issues include an unbelievable group of the
10¢ Jeffersons with singles, pairs and strips with fancy stars, bold corks, a nice group of unused examples including
scarcer 187’s and 188’s numerous examples with gum; there are over 40 of the 15¢ value including National,
Continental and American Bank Note Co. printings; plus a nice group of 30¢ values and four choice 90¢ Perry’s; there
are two dozen #208’s and three dozen choice used #217’s; this lot has it all, and should be carefully reviewed. Scott
$63,000+.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Massive Mint Dealer’s Stock of Better Stamps. Phenomenal selection of nearly all unused better
stamps, some in enormous quantities; we’ve spotted a choice used #1, an unused #30, 31 used, a rare offered #165
block/4; a tremendous Columbian holding including a huge number of 232-233 and 237’s; then a nice group of 239’s
and 240’s; there’s a wonderful pile of #397’s in singles and blocks; there is a rare #424e - imperforate booklet pane/6
with/P.F. cert (crease); plate blocks of 370, 425 coil stamps plate/10, 549-550; and a select group of #J52 in large
multiples that came from freshly broken sheets; a wonderful opportunity for the astute buyer who wants an enormous lot
at a small fraction of it’s catalog value. Scott $84,278.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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199

H

200

H/m
U.S., Awesome Duck Stamp Dealer’s Stock (RW1//RW73b). An incredible investment holding of these
popular revenue issues, the vast majority are in extremely fresh mint condition with unused no gum examples here and
there; quantities include RW1 used on license, RW2 x (20) hinged and (2) used, RW3 x (12) and one used, RW5 x (32)
and two used, RW6 x (16), RW7 x (14), RW8 X (18) and four used, RW9 x (18), RW10 x (29), RW11 x (17), RW12 x (22),
RW13 x (23) plus seven used, RW14 x (17), RW15 x (12), RW16 x (19), RW17 x (7), RW24 x (19), and a sensational
selection of the 2006 sheetlet - RW73b x (24) with both the artist and engraver’s signatures, along with (12) with just the
artist’s signature; a wonderful and useful selection that would be very marketable if broken down. Scott $36,855.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

201

H
U.S., eBay Dealer Stock, 1873-1990’s. The U.S. portion of this prominent eBay dealer’s stock of better
singles, each in #4 glassines that should be easily scanned and integrated into your own EBay inventory, some better
items include: 165 dist o.g., 188, 247 (2), 285 (13), 286 plate number pair, 295 (4), 304 NH, 323, 397 (14), 398 (4), 443,
557 (7), 559 (12), 571, 587 plate block, 588 (2), 597-99, 606-3 Line pairs, 666 (3), 679 (6), 847 (4 strips of 4 and 3 line
pairs), 2474a (11), 2833c (2), E6 (3), J6, J43, PR92, RE156 (3), RE164 (4), RE197, RW6, RW12 (2), RW19 (5), RW24
(6), U3, W53, U66, U101, U195, U632a, U632b (2), U646a (6), UO15, UO16 and DWI 18 block of 4. A few of the items
should be inspected for condition and correct identification, so inspection is encouraged, owners Scott value is in
excess of $30,000, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

202

HH

203

HH
U.S., Mint NH Dealer Stock 1893-1925. In a mint sheet file you will find 230 (32), 231 (33), 234 (15), 237 (15),
E3 (11), E6 (3), & Q3 (32), many in blocks, all fresh as a daisy, inspection will be a joy, F.-V.F. Scott $21,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

204

U.S., Mint and Used Stock, 1862-2000. A collector-formed stock of many hundreds of mint and used
stamps and plate blocks; begins with #65 and ends at #3370; minimal 19th century, followed by Washington-Franklin
issues, 2¢ Reds, 1930s with plate blocks and a 1938 Presidential stock; comprehensive stock from 1945 up to 2000
mainly plate blocks but also includes mint and used singles and blocks; face value alone is $1745, F.-V.F. with better.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

205

H/(H)

206

HH

207

HH/H

24

U.S., Spectacular Airmail and Back-of-the-Book Dealer’s Stock. Powerful accumulation strong in better
airmail issues, neatly presented on black cards or dealer stock pages neatly organized in hinged, and never hinged
selections; highlights of this great lot include C1 x (232) along with sic blocks of 4, C2 x (82) plus sixteen used examples,
C3 x (105) plus two blocks/4, C4 x (258) plus four blocks/4, C5 x (182), and C6 x (130); other Back Of The Book issues
include a beautiful selection of Official stamps - particularly #O35 x (14), seven of which include P.S.E. certificates of
authenticity; there’s also a decent grouping of the 193 Parcel Post issues with a nice group of never hinged examples;
an impressive holding that would yield a ton of value if broken down and sold individually. Scott $76,387.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., Stock of Better Revenue Issues, 1954-63. Containing: R685 (4 singles and 1 single with receipt),
R685a (10 full booklet panes of four), R730 (6 singles with receipts), R730a (3 full booklet panes of four), RJA68a (6
singles and 1 pair), RJA99b (5) and RJA105a (6), o.g., never hinged (some no gum as originally issued), F.-V.F., ex
Smithsonian. Scott $24,165.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

HH/H/m

U.S., Dealer Stock of Farley Issues, 1933-34. In large G&K stock book containing Farley souvenir sheets,
gutter pairs and park issues, o.g. or without gum as issued, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1901-30’s. Two blue binders of dealer tear pages of Scott 294//770a, some duplication
and some well centered copies, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,400 (Owner’s). Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Plate Block Stock, 1920-60’s. Thousands of plate blocks including: 548 (2), 549 (2), 615, 617 (2), 619,
1926 rotary plate blocks, 2¢ red commemoratives, Famous Americans, Presidentials to $1, Overrun Countries, 3¢
purples, 3¢ commemoratives to 1950’s, early airmails including C11, C19 (4), special deliveries, postage dues, etc.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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208

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postage Collection, 1960’s-90’s. In five folders of small sheet protectors, two folders of
large sheet protectors, one sheet file folder filled with sheets, two Scott National albums of singles from 1963-1998
(containing C1 and C18), four (sparsely filled) Scott plate block albums to 1985, a stack of uncut press sheets and a
small box of coil rolls, many useful recent issues and high value priority or express denominations, total face value is
approximately $8,000 plus approximately $200 worth of postal stationery, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

209

HH/H

210

HH/H

211

HH/H

212

HH/H

213

HH/H
U.S., Gigantic Face Value Cache, 1930’s-90’s. Each in glassines and identified by Scott, sorted by issue in
eight metal index card drawers, mostly from the 1950’s-1970’s with the occasional earlier issue, plus a box of issues to
the 1990’s, a large handful of large envelopes full of booklet panes and large plate blocks and a small box of coil issues
in envelopes by the 100, we expect the face value to be many thousands of dollars, so be sure to bring your calculator
when viewing this lot, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

214

HH/H

215

HH/H

216

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2010. Consisting of singles, blocks, coils, booklets, plate blocks, souvenir
sheets & full sheets, with values from 10¢ to 11.75, total face value over 3,000.00, , please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

217

HH/H

218

HH/H

U.S., Face Value Collection, 1953-2001. Mounted on White Ace pages in six large albums of plate blocks of
four among the early issues, large plate blocks of 10 and 12 among the 1970’s and early 1980’s issues, some larger
plate blocks of 20 among 1980’s and 1990’s and full sheetlets starting with the early 1990’s to 2001, with thousands of
dollars worth of face value postage, includes Recalled Legends of the West pane, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1950-2010. An extensive lot consisting of singles, plate blocks, plate strips, booklets,
coils, souvenir sheets, full sheets, mostly 29¢ to $5.00 denominations, year books 1972-1987, nice group of dollar
values, self adhesives, $280.00 face in duck stamps, total face estimated at over $5,000.00, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Expansive Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-2000’s. Approximately 100 coil rolls of 100/500,
around 70-100 USPS year sets, mostly from the 1970’s and 1980’s, 17 albums and stock books packed full of stamps,
seven old time Elbe stock books full of singles from the 1940’s to 1960’s, nine stock books singles on manila pages from
1950’s to 1980’s, a large box full of postal stationary, two large boxes full of postage in glassines and envelopes and
several dozen commemorative panels from the 1980’s, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., there is so much
face value here, you could spend a day just counting if you wished to add everything up. This lot will take your best
estimating skills to properly figure.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1950-2000. Values from 13¢ to 11.75, two stockbooks of booklets including four
1909a, folder with over 900.00 face, stockbook of coils, total face over $2500 , F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., 1976 American Bicentennial Souvenir Sheets and State Flag’s Issue (1682a, 1686-1689).
Wholesale group of 350+ sheets still partially in USPS pads and approximately 200 sets of souvenir sheets, total face
value $3,135, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. Consisting of plate blocks, souvenir sheets & part & full sheets, with values
from 1¢ to $5, with 1295 plate block, 3210 sheet, total face value $1,100, take a break from visiting the post office for a
change, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1970’s-90’s. Two shoe boxes of booklets, unchecked for better variations,
with total face value of $2500+, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Hulking Sheet Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-2000’s. Sheets and large multiples in fifty sheet file
folders, several large sheet file albums, a sheet file box of sheets in glassines and large groups of Looney Tunes and
over size plate blocks packed into glassines, face value will certainly be in the thousands, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F., be sure to bring a good ten key calculator to properly figure.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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219

HHa

220

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1950-2010. Consisting of singles, souvenir sheets, plate blocks, full sheets, coils,
booklet panes, with denominations from 3¢ to $11.75, total face value over $2,000,00, includes Recalled Legends of the
West sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

221

HH/H

222

HH/H

223

HH/H/m

224

HH

225

HH/H

226

HH

227

HH

228

HH/H

229

HH
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1994-2013. In Lighthouse hingeless album of nice modern mint sheets with an
approximate face value of $600+, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

230

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1960’s-80. Mostly full complete sheets adding up to a little over $800 worth of
face value postage, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

231

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1965-2002. Many hundreds of dollars of postage in Lighthouse album from
1965-1985, group of Scott National pages with postage from 1997-2002 including many full panes and finally a group of
loose souvenir sheets, commemorative sheets and USPS commemorative postal cards, o.g., many never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

26

U.S., Premium Plate Block Face Value Collection, 1947-98. Many hundred plate blocks and coil strips
neatly organized and mounted in 15 Elbe binders; generally two plate blocks of most issues from #951 to #3348; total
face $2080, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Large Face Value Accumulation, Mostly from 1960’s-2000’s. An accumulation of 12 mint sheet files
containing approximately $1,300 worth of face value postage in sheets and larger multiples, a small box of loose scrap
postage, a small group of full coil rolls, USPS stamp yearbooks from 2003-9, a couple sets of 2009 World Stamp Expo
Space souvenir sheets, filebox full of plate blocks from Scott 1182-1268, a nice lot with a good mix of usable postage
and premium issues, o.g., much never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1935-2000. In 11 volumes, with mint singles, blocks, plate blocks, values from 4¢ to
52¢, approximately $1,500 total value, give this a quick review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Collection With Much Face Value Postage, 1850’s-2007. A basic collection with the typical mostly
used issues you see and the occasional better stamp up until the 1950’s when the real value of the collection starts to
emerge, as you progress into higher denominations, you start to see priority and express stamps in the 1980’s and so
much value worth of full pages up until 42¢, this will be easy to ad up as the collector became a little lazy in his final
collecting years and the final few years are not mounted, o.g., much never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., High Value Modern Face Value Accumulation, 1990’s-2010’s. Total face value $1,100+ of mostly
higher value express or priority values or high value airmail sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-65. Values from 6¢-52¢, many full sheets with National Parks, 3¢ purples,
Souvenir Mint Sets 1973-1978, 1980-1991, a box of envelopes with mint stamps, and two binders of first day covers,
useful & inexpensive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Premium Face Value Sheet and Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, 1933-2000. A nice holding of
several hundred items starting with #730-731, 750, souvenir sheets, a few miscellaneous full sheets of 3¢ values, 13¢
Flags and others; main value is in modest quantities of sheetlets issued in the 1990s; a worthwhile holding with total face
of $811.12, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. (18¢) “B” stamp coil, 1981 (1820). 50 rolls of 100 in USPS sealed cardboard tray with total face value of
$900, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Plate Block Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-1990’s. Two shoe boxes of plate blocks, one box with
3¢ and 5¢ plate blocks, the other box with over size plate blocks from 1960’s to 1990’s with most of the plate blocks from
the 1980’s and 1990’s, be sure to bring your calculator when viewing, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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232

H
U.S., Cut Square Collection, 1853-71. Collection consists of a used group of Nesbitt issues on pages, mint
collection of Reay issues on pages, plus U99, U105, U215, UO61 full corner, excellent break up value, fresh &
attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

233

H)

234

U.S., Postal Card Collection, 1873-1960. 70 mint & used postal cards, better include UX1, UX3 (4), UX5,
UX6, UX6a, UX7, UX8 (3), UX10, UX12 (2), UX13, UX15, UX20, UX21, UY1, UY2, UY3, UY4, UY5, UY6 and many
more, excellent break up value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

235

H)

U.S., Postal Stationery Collection, 1893-2017. Envelopes start in 1932 and appear mostly complete to
2017 with much plenty of value worth of postage, postal cards start with early Liberty issue and is mostly complete (a few
preprinted) except for a few rare cards, includes UX21, appears mostly complete from 1950’s to 2017, a useful
collection if you wish to build upon this collection or if you can use all these envelopes and post cards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m)

U.S., Postal Card Collection, 1873-1980’s. In black stock pages and Showguard cover album, containing:
UX1 preprinted, UX5, UX7, UX8, UX13, UX15, UX19-20, UX29, UX32, UX47 (ETR-1064-2), UY3, UY5 preprinted, UY6
preprinted, UY8, UY10 and UY15, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Covers
236

)

237

)

238

)

239

)

240

)

241

U.S., Cartes de Visite & Miscellaneous Photos. Over 55 cartes de visite, of special interest is a wealthy
Asian couple, many have revenue stamps, there is also a stereoview of General Hancock & staff at Gettysburg, a
couple of mining photos, stereoviews of the San Francisco earthquake, 6 cabinet photos and 5 remembrance cabinet
cards, please review carefully.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

242

)
U.S., Civil War Era Flag Patriotic Covers. A collection of 25 used & 2 unused allover flag design covers,
used includes ad for The Brooks Company Cleveland, ad for Aroma Coffee & Spice Co St Louis, ad for J.P. Siddall
Equality IL, one of the covers has a scoring for Dewey, Schley & Sampson, a couple of nice machine cancels, inspection
is necessary, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Stampless Cover Accumulation, 1820-1857. Approximately 95 stampless covers and over 20 letters,
with many manuscript town cancels, towns include Richmond VA “Paid/3" in circle, red ”Nashville T.", Kanawha C.H.,
“Kanawha Salines”, “Moorefield VA”, blue “Harper’s Ferry” with matching “Paid”, Romney, “Ritchie C.H. W.V.”, red
“Martinsburg VA” with matching “Paid”, “Morgantown”, “Lynchburg”, “Patrick C.H.”, “Pittsylvania C.H.”, many with
contents, very mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Advertizing Covers - Fraternal Organizations. 36 covers with various fraternal ads, these include
allover illustrated cover for Phrenakosmen Society, allover illustrated cover for Philomathean Society, allover illustrated
cover for American Board of Commissioners, allover illustrated cover for Plank Ridge Lodge I.O.O.F., allover cover for
American Seamen’s & Friend Society, allover illustrated cover for Moscosco Tribe, allover illustrated cover for Tribe of
Ben Hur, majority are allover designs. some scarce material present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Advertising Covers - Hotels, 1860-1899. Many cities and states in the U.S., some illustrated, many
have matching letters, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Advertising Cover Collection, 1860’s-1930’s. 400 covers, many illustrated, topics include: hardware,
guns, chickens, druggists, tobacco, pigs, fish, caskets, banks, railroads, etc., generally F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Airmail Cover Collection, AC Roessler Cachets, 1918-31. 58 covers with some first flights and
special cancels and the various colorful and artistic corner cards and printed envelopes, with early events and
expositions that make Roessler such a popular pioneer of early flight covers, notable early stamps on covers include,
C1 (8), C2 (4) and C4 (9), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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)
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)
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)
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)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Cover Collection, 1880s. Presented in a red Showgard cover album, with over 80
items in all; we note a magenta star, a lovely shield in toothed circle in blue, and several geometrics, but the bulk of the
collection is an alphabet book; missing a couple letters, but with duplicates of several, positive and negative strikes, with
accompanying c.d.s.’s from same-lettered towns (Yardley, PA, with circled “Y”, for example); several advertising covers
or covers with corner cards, a few stationery entires, etc., etc.; a fun collection with completion within r-e-a-c-h, Very
Fine, be sure to take a look.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

248

)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Postal Stationery, 1870-90. A collection of 5 covers & 17 cut squares, all with fancy
cancels, includes letters, Skull & cross bones, U.S. monogram, pinwheels, stars and a numeral, a few other interesting,
all clear full strikes, please consider, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

249

)
U.S., Naval Cover Collection, 1930-70. Hundreds of naval covers residing in five albums and a cover
album, there are a few 1930’s & 1940’s covers, but the vast majority are from the 1960’s, there are launching covers,
first day of postal operation covers, Project Apollo & Gemini recovery covers, nice grouping of Operation Deep Freeze &
Antarctic Operation covers, some of the vessels have color photos accompanying the cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

250

)

251

)

252

)

253

)
U.S., Postal History, 1830-1975. Thousands of covers & cards, with many large #65’s, Bank Notes, fancy
cancels, cacheted event covers, first day covers, censored covers, mint & used postal stationery, 1928 passes to the
Senate & House, picture postcards, RPOs, advertising with some illustrated, group of #231’s, naval covers, airmail,
Prexies, APO.s, Canal Zone, stampless, plus thousands of modern first day covers and event cacheted covers, mixed
condition but could be a treasure trove, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

28

U.S., Civil War Era Postal History, 1861-65. Approximately 50 covers many with contents, mostly business
letters & (5) letters, markings include Port Royal “Due 12" in circle, Winchester ”Paid", Alexandria “Due 3", Old Point
Comfort ”Due 3", a few fancy geometric cancels, blind embossed ad for M. Lure House Wheeling, two letters have
embossed Marietta College stamp, mixed condition, an intriguing array, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Extensive Correspondence of Summers Family of Marietta OH, 1851-68. Addressed to Marietta
OH there are approximately 100 covers mostly with contents and approximately 35 letters, some which may be
matched up with empty covers, on a quick inspection we note some war & political news, some covers with fancy
geometric cancels, one cover with illegal usage of a revenue as postage, we will leave the pleasure of transcribing these
to the winning bidder, a fascinating glimpse at the country in turmoil, careful inspection urged, very mixed condition
especially among the covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Business Correspondence, 1878-82. Over 1,000 receipts and letters of business letterhead sheets,
notes, etc., from lumber dealers around the North East, a few illustrated, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Chicago Blue Fancy Cancels on Postal Cards, 1873. A spectacular compilation of 140 postal cards
(#UX3, with an oddball one or two) with an array of blue fancy cancels including anchor in square, three-leafed clover,
shield, geometrics, “W” in circle, and many more; excellent break-up value for individual sales online, F.-V.F. or better, a
fantastic collection that must be viewed to appreciate fully.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Picture Postcards, Choice Collection. Consisting of classic, linens & chromes, real photos, with a
fabulous Santa Claus group of approximately 85 different, with colored robes, flocked robes, full length & portraits, and
with dozens of other Christmas postcards, patriotic postcards and novelty, there are premium cards scattered
throughout, dealers don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Registered Cover Collection, 1895-1915. 42 registered covers, a few better includes #306 on a 2¢
postal envelope from Denver to New York City, #273 on a 2¢ postal envelope from New York City to Plantersville S.C.,
#283 on corner ad cover from Elmira NY to Canada, fresh & clean, examine carefully, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Washington Franklin Cover Collection, 1909-18. Approximately 110 covers, some better includes
1918 cover with #492 & 496 to Canton China, 1909 cover with #335 to Turkey, 1911 mixed franking U.S. & Great Britain
forwarded from London to Florence Italy, 1913 #378 on cover to Hong Kong forwarded to Canton China, 1911 #380 &
377 on registered cover to Nova Scotia, and a 1915 #425 on cover to Modesto CA with “Not in Directory & pointing hand
with an OX12 at left, a terrific buy for the dealer or specialist, mixed condition, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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255

)

256

)

257

)

258

)
U.S., Cover Accumulation. Dozens of better United States covers; more valuable include #’s 8A, 14, 1860’s
patriotics, some select 1930’s first day covers (including Baseball); but the highlight of this outstanding holding are
impressive examples of C14 and C15 each on it’s own flight cover; a great group that would prove worthwhile to any
knowledgeable cover dealer who can patiently take the appropriate time to carefully evaluate this impressive lot. Scott
$5,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

259

)
U.S., Better Postal History Collection. Approximately 80 covers, mostly West Virginia & mostly
advertising, includes Odson & Co distillers, Guild’s Blue Mountain Asthma Cure with sample in unopened cover, Clauss
Cutlery multicolored illustrated ad cover, Cold Sulphur Springs, multicolored Beck’s Beer, photo corner ad cover for
Howell House, with much more, careful examination will be well rewarded, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

260

)

261

)

U.S., Cover Compendium, 1928-2010. Thousands of covers, mostly in boxes, includes first day covers, first
flight covers, cacheted event covers with a fantastic range of subjects, also includes U.S. postage, worldwide on paper,
United Nations & Canada covers, useful duplication, the only drawback is the time needed to review this monster of a
lot, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Old Time Cover Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. A few old stampless, some 3¢ 1851/1857 issues, Civil
War all over print Patriotic cover and a couple prisoner of war letters on Patriotic stationary, a couple Buffalo World’s Fair
official post cards used with #294’s, 286 on Remember the Maine patriotic cover, a few early advertising, approximately
100 nice 1930’s and 1940’s FDC’s, many with better than usual cachets, a couple WWII V-Mail letters, a couple WWII
patriotics, Austria postcard from 1933 WIPA show, Great Britain Mulready early postal stationary cover and #2 on cover
(appears to be lightly tied), Italian States four Roman States stamps used on cover to United States, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Premium Postal History Collection, 1835-1950. Residing in four binders and a small box, includes
Civil War patriotics, strip of three #7 on cover, strip of six #65 on cover, advertising including illustrated & stamp dealers,
fancy cancels, forwarded, a few locals with 96L1 pair not tied, local 75L1 tied by Hale cancel, local 15L14 on mourning
cover with #11, #36 on legal size envelope, documents with revenues, and a binder of postmarks, many better usages
and frankings, mixed condition with some covers with tape repairs at edges, enormous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Classic Cover Collection, 1840’s-1900. Approximately 500 covers, most of which seem to be
addressed to Worcester, Mass, with approximately 100 of which are stampless covers (mostly from the 1840’s and
1850’s)a few banknote covers and 1869 issue covers, but the vast majority of the covers are from 3¢ 1851-1861 issues,
1 cover with 24 (3), one cover with what might be a 12c 1861 with grill, 78 (2) on cover to London, 6¢ banknote on lovely
T. Kingsford & Son cameo cover, many great markings, printed and embossed advertising covers and a variety of town
postmarks, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1845-1965. Over 100 covers and cards presented for your pleasure,
includes advertising, patriotics, foreign destinations, picture post cards, and more, a few better are Civil War patriotic
embossed Washington portrait in blue star, 1888 Mulready facsimile ad cover for stamps dealer, 1906 Hamburg
Amerika Line postcard with German Seapost cancel, O74 on cover, Jenny Lind embossed portrait on cover, advertising
Monuments cover with illustrated ad on reverse, 1904 picture postcard with E6 tied, mixed condition, inspection invited,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Cover Collection, 1890’s-1990’s. Approximately 700 first day covers from 1960’s to mid 1980’s, a
group of a little over 100 commemorative panels from 1980’s and early 1990’s and the highlights of the collection…
approximately 200 Pharmacy topical advertising covers from the late 19th century to early 20th century, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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)
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)
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)

265

)

266

)

267

)

268

)

269

)
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1997-2017. Approximately 2,600 covers, mostly unaddressed Artcraft,
neatly laid out in 28 Heritage or Lighthouse albums with slip cases, plus approximately 50 loose 1950’s FDC’s, 859-93
set, 1982 covers of the 50 states and an event cover album of Presidents of the United States, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

270

)

271

)

30

U.S., Maddening Monstrosity of Mainly FDCs. Unaddressed and cacheted with earlier and better, well
over 50,000 by the owner’s count (actually he said 200,000) we didn’t and won’t count them, he collected these over
decades—actually going out of his way to accumulate them, including the better high values and interesting cachets as
well as the run-of-the-mill and mundane; fills two pallets (maybe it is closer to 200,000), in any case a dealer’s paradise
and nightmare both in the same moment, retail many multiples of our estimate and would allow the reseller a hefty
margin; view if you like or have a spin blind, in either case it’s got great potential.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Fred Collins Hand Painted Cachet Horde, 1980-2011. Approximately 1,000 first day covers all with
Collins’ cachets includes Lou Gehrig, Jackie Robinson, Babe Ruth, Roberto Clemente, Classic Comics, Native
Dancers, Charlie Chaplin, James Cagney, Legends of Baseball, and many more, also includes the definitive book
“Collins Hand Painted First Day Covers The First 20 Years”, be sure and set aside enough time to ascertain this lots true
value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Hand Painted First Day Cover Collection, 1992-2012. 330 unaddressed, numbered and signed
Melissa Fox, limited edition (often only 10 of each), hand painted first day covers in three G & K cover albums, Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Better First Day Cover Collection, 1924-95. Many hundreds of covers with a wide range of interest,
includes large album with 1932-1934 covers with 658 pair with cachet, 723, C19, U523-U528, also first flights, USS
Akron covers, Naval covers, cacheted event covers, loose there is 853, four 855 three of which are Crosby cachets
including Babe Ruth, C23, Famous Americans with Crosby cachets, C31, 620-621 one cover (3), 647-648 on one
cover, 614-616 on one cover, and that’s only half way down into the box, a joy for any dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Duck Stamp First Day Cover Collection, 1981-2011. 120 unaddressed, in G & K cover album,
containing Colorano Silk, Melissa Fox hand painted, S+T (signed and numbered), some postal cards autographed by
stamp designer, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., First Day Cover Hoard, 1927-2000. Thousands of covers, with better cachets including Crosbys,
Washington Bicentennial complete, cacheted event covers, Prexies, HOPs, 1984 Olympic first day cover collection,
Birds & Flowers of the Fifty States collection, Famous Americans complete, space and related covers, maiden voyages,
postal stationery mint & first days, inaugural covers, includes airmails & back of the book, a terrific accumulation and
completely intact and received, don’t miss on this, great for the internet or flea market dealer, mixed condition, please
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Accumulation of Better Modern First Day Covers, 1980’s-2000’s. 1400++ unaddressed first day
covers, mostly Colorano silks, S&T, Ferro Phile (many signed and/or numbered), Very Fine. Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., First Day Cover Accumulation, Mostly from 1920’s-1940’s. A couple thousand first day covers from
this popular silver era of first day cover collecting with many 2c reds, 3c purples, Famous American, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., First Day Cover Hoard, 1932-2000. Fifteen to twenty thousand first day covers in boxes and in albums,
majority in the 1980s to 2000s, with Arbor Days and 2¢ Reds, National Parks, Famous Americans, Prexies, airmails and
postal stationery, some uncacheted, a nice mixture at a terrific price, please review, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Confederate States
272

H/m

273

)

274
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Confederate States, in Depth Collection. Neatly presented on album pages or stock cards; a beautiful
group that also contains some covers and larger multiples; highlights include CSA #1 x (2), 2, 5-8, a nice #9 “T-E-N”
used, 11-14 some in duplication or in multiples; also includes 9 covers including a nice #1 on cover; multiples include #8
block/15, a #12 in a bottom sheet margin with plate block of 56! and a #13 block/12; condition is typical for any old time
Confederate collection, but that is to be expected. Scott $14,563.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Confederate States, Stampless Cover Markings, 1861-65. 14 stampless covers, making include blue
Petersburg VA “Paid 5", Lynchburg VA ”Paid/5" arc, Richmond VA “Paid 10", Harrisburg VA manuscript ”Due" & “5"
handstamped, Fredericksburg VA ”Due/10", Culpepper “Due/10", Danville VA ”Due 10", a few duplicates, mixed
condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Confederate States, Outstanding Mint & Used Collection, 1861-65. A useful collection with highlights that
include mint 1, 12 strip of four, 13 (4), 14 (2), used 1 (2), 8 pair, 2 on front and many more mint & used items, unchecked
for varieties or cancels, a terrific addition to your inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S. and Foreign
275

HH/H/m U.S. and Foreign, Balance of Estate Consignment, 1800s-1900s. Thousands of stamps in stockbooks,
counter books, collections and new issues; U.S. includes some Washington-Franklin issues mint plus others, along
with over $2300 in face (mainly sheetlets, souvenir sheets and some higher values); we note a block of 36 of Colombia
Sanabria #11 (purchased for $650), Gibraltar Morocco Agencies #20-33 (Scott $389) on auction lot card, a section of
Laos imperforates; retail counter books include Israel tabs, a collection of Great Britain and imperforates of the world,
France plus new issues, Greece collection…much too much to describe it all, some faults but mostly F.-V.F., give
yourself time enough to view.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

276

H/m

277

)
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Accumulation, 1860-1990. Thousands of covers, postal stationery mint & used &
picture postcards make up this eclectic lot, digging through you will discover U.S. postal history, first day covers,
cacheted event covers, picture post cards with many real photo cards identified, a few better includes fire house, 1897
bicycle sale and a Binghamton NY carnival card, there are also foreign covers and picture postcards, a little elbow
grease should be well rewarded, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

278

H/m

U.S. and Foreign, Dealer Stock, Mostly from 1860’s-2001. Approximately 540 dealer tear pages, neatly
organized in nine small dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 1998—2007 Scott values
with an average of approximately $50 per page, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete
commemorative sets with a few highlights include:
used: U.S. 69, 162, 165, Brazil 2, Denmark 167a/171a/175a (2 sets of blocks of four), Eritrea 81-87, Finland 2, France
B23 (2), Mecklenberg 3, Wurttemberg 16, Germany 667-68, B21A, B309, C36 on piece, Iceland C9, C10, Italy B26-29,
C28-33, C42-44, Liberia 7, Liechtenstein 259-60, Luxembourg O46, Madagascar 47, Netherlands 3 (2), O9-14,
Thailand 199-204, mint: U.S. 215, 235, 248 block of four, 253, Afghanistan 216, Albania B28-33, C15-21, Algeria
B14-26, B260-63 (2), B269-71, Australia 175, Belgium 172-84, B468-76, B460-61, B480-84, B538-43, B544-46,
B579-85, Brazil C26-27 (2), Cambodia 1-17, Cirenaica C24-29 (2), Cuba 120, Denmark 246-51, Ethiopia 327-35, N1-7
(2), France N43-58, French Polynesia C33 (2), FSAT 24, Germany 669 (2 NH), 693 NH block of four, 755-61, B21 (10
NH), B21A, C35-37, Germany office in Morocco 1-6, Greece 267-76, 381, 535-38, 582-85, Greenland 39-40, Iceland
195-98, 213-16, 246-52, 284-86, 289-96, C11, Iran 1074-76 (6), B22-27, Israel J1-5, Italy 66, C23-26, Japan 422 (4),
479 (4), 505-8, Korea 286, 286a, Laos 25-26, C13, Liechtenstein 246 block of four, O11-20, Luxembourg O1A,
O11/O11b, O47, Macau 365-67, Netherlands 202-3, 286//300 (missing a few lower values), B90-93, Nicaragua 575-79,
C30, Norway 104-10, 111-14, Poland NO16-24, Portugal 379-88, 390-97, 422-36, 437-52, 1038-40, 1253-54, Ryukyus
14-15, Trieste Zone A C1-6 and Tripolitania B50-53, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $29,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S. and Foreign, Mixed Group / Accumulation, 1869-1980’s. With the bulk of value on black approval
cards and loose mint sheets, plus a couple albums of Princess Diana souvenir sheets and a nice little group of covers,
some notable items include: U.S. 73 on cover (Ex Metzger), 119 with dramatic two way vignette shift, 238P4 with PSE
graded 90 certificate, 300 with dramatic (nearly 50% shift to left), 303-4 mint with PSE certificates, 630 sheet, C22 sheet
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(missing side salvage), Q11 o.g. with PSE certificate, PR109P2 Roosevelt proof with PSE certificate, RW21, some nice
modern U.S. Federal Ducks, some well centered Canada and a small selection of PRC, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
279

)

280

)
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History, 1835-1975. Hundreds of better covers that includes first day covers, first
flight covers with 25 first flight covers flown by the Army, also CAM’s & FAM’s, C18 first flights (2), stampless covers,
hand drawn Donald Duck on a navy cover, mint postal cards, foreign includes Penny Black on cover and on card,
display cards of 90 Great Britain #33, and much more, the thrill is in the hunt, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

281

H/m/)

282

H/m/)

283

)

284

)
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History, 1851-1965. A few hundred mostly U.S. covers, with album of U.S. &
foreign covers with a nice selection of #11’s, CDV’s with revenues, U.S. first day & cacheted covers, Canal Zone postal
history, registered covers, censored covers, airmail covers, mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

285

)
U.S. and United Nations, FDCs, 1936-95. Many hundreds of covers, UN predominates, but strong US stock
as well; UN FDCs run 1951-95 from all three offices and include singles, issued sets, MI blocks, stationery, maximum
cards and show cards; US run 1936-91 (with a handful of later as well): singles, plate blocks, stationery and special
cancellations (Super Bowl XXXVII, 75th Rose Bowl parade, Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty), along with some mint and used
stationery; duplication throughout (especially UN), with most covers Artmaster, Artcraft or Official UN cachets; some
Ron Meyers, Fleetwoods, Softones and Andrews noted, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

286

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Collection, 1861-2005. An array of intriguing items, includes U.S. postal stationery, first
day covers, cacheted event covers, railroad collection, cut squares, first flights, highway post offices, inauguration
covers, revenue group, world wide collection of ships topical, world wide collection of ships topical, plenty of fun stuff to
dig through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

287

)
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1909-2000. Hundreds & hundreds of covers, includes U.S. first day
covers, mint postal stationery, postage, plate blocks, full sheets, worldwide mint stamps & blocks, album of polar
exploration covers, album of space related covers, album of war related covers, a Lincoln penny collection, and loads of
mint & used worldwide stamps, a sure fire bargain, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

32

U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Accumulation, 1888-1975. Hundreds & hundreds of sale items, includes box
of aviation poster stamps and baggage labels, box of photographs, college football programs, circus programs, cover
with modern official stamps, fair & exposition material, sports related material, advertising, documents, no telling what
may be lurking inside, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Collection, 1872-1990. Exciting lot of many hundreds of covers that includes
colonies cigarette card album, U.S. stampless covers, first day covers, cacheted events, postal history, mint sets, Navy
covers, WWII patriotics, White Plains sheet, picture postcards, full mint sheet J88, inaugurals, postage, POW cards,
British Coronation postcard, Rockwell Boy Scout first day cover collection, two shoe boxes of Canada covers, mixed
condition, examination encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S. and Foreign, Estate Balance, 19th and 20th Century. An eclectic potpourri of stamps and covers
originally housed in seven plastic storage tubs; we note a U.S. $2.60 Zeppelin in Very Fine condition on cover, plus a
myriad of 2¢ Red First Day Covers from the 1920s, stockbooks of used U.S. starting in the 19th century, full envelopes
holding quantities of Parcel Posts used, envelope entires, mint postage (but stuck), Flight Covers, plus many thousands
of worldwide stamps sorted by country, along with unsorted in cigar boxes; a selection of hundreds of worldwide
commercial covers totally unpicked, and oh so much more; mixed condition, but a plethora of eBay lots, F.-V.F., with
better, well worth a look—there’s no telling what you might find.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Selection, 1812-1960. Hundreds of items, with cabinet photos of royalty,
lithographs by Eugene Delacroix, foreign documents, Presidential pamphlets, correspondence, magazine pages of
early aviation, 19th century scrapbook of military articles mostly newspaper clippings, prints of William Shakespeare,
1866 Treaty Between U.S. and the Two Kettles Band of Dakota or Sioux Indians, cigar & cigar box labels, valentines,
novelty for Hotel Byron Near Chilton, three books of pencil drawings, National Portrait Gallery Vol. 1 prints,
photographs, 1903 train pass, extensive family correspondence, take some time out to examine this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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H/m
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HH/H
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U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1950. A brilliant lot with many better items, some include
Canal Zone 19var missing “Canal Zone”, mint Hawaii 73, used 49, Hawaii 31 tied by target cancel to cover to Oahu with
PF certificate, covers from Guam, mint UX1 & UX3 Puerto Rico, and a binder with a Canal Zone collection, if you want to
restock or start a new area of interest, this lot’s for you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

292

HH/H/m

U.S. and Possessions, Old Time Stamp Collection, 1845-1909. Type collection in old time Scott
International large bound album with lovely gilt edged pages, with stamps carefully mounted in their proper place with
some highlights that include: 9X1, 1-2, 9, 12, 15, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 36B, 37, 38, 39 mint, 71, 78, 86, 90, 91, 92-101,
112-17, 119 (2), 120-22, 134A, 135A, 138A, 139, 143, 144, mixed set of National and Continental banknotes, 215-18,
219-29, 248-63 (not checked because many had paper adherence to back), 230-45 (mostly mint, middle values from 6¢
to 30¢ are used), 277, 278, 285-93, 298-99 mint, 312, 331-42 (mint except higher values are used), E3 mint, E7 mint,
mostly used officials (papers mostly correctly identified): O2-9, O10-14 (mostly unused), O15-24, O25-34, O35-45,
O48-56, O57-68, O72-82, O83-93, PR1-4 mint, PR114-25 mint, R94a, perforated first issue revenues mostly complete
only missing three expensive key stamps, R103-27, R134-49, R159-60, R179-81, R189, Confederate States 1 mint,
Canal Zone 1-3, 4-8 mint, 27-30, 31-35, Guam 1-8, 10-12, E1, Hawaii mixed set of banknotes, red and black
Provisionals only missing a few values, O1-6, Philippines 39-42, 43-47, some Alfonso XII with some overprints and a
decent amount of Newspapers, mostly complete Alfonso XIII long sets, 212 mint, 224 mint, 226-36 mixed mint and
used, E1 mint, J1-7 mint, Puerto Rico high level of completion of Alfonso XII and XIII sets, 210-14 mint, J1-3 mint,
Samoa decent Palms with surcharges and Provisional overprints, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
U.S. and Possessions, Vast Old Time Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1930’s. In old time Elbe stock book, a Scott
specialty album, a group of possessions multiples on pages and a group of better U.S. issues in quantity in glassines,
containing U.S. used: 92, 97, 162, 165, 166, 217, 218 (3), some telegraph stamps and mint: a few lower denomination
pictorials, 205, 207 (6), 209, 212 (2), 214 (5), 215, 216, 219D, 221, 222 (6), 224, 228, 230 (14+), 231 (30+ unchecked for
broken hat), 232 (7), 233 (11), 234 (11), 235 (4), 236 (10), 237 (10), 238 (5), 239, 242, 253, 272 (4), 273 (2), 281 (3), 282
(2), 282C, 285 (20), 286 (11), 287 (7), 288 (3), 289 (3), 290 (3), 293, 294 (50+), 295 (60+), 296 (11), 297 (13), 298 (11),
299 (10), 300 (7), 301 (4), 302, 303 (4), 304 (5), 305 (2), 306 (3), 307 (3), 308 (4), 309, 323 (14), 324 (12), 325 (3), 326,
327, 328 (11), 329 (14), 330 (4), 1909 Commems, Washington / Franklin coils, 397 (8), 398 (7), 401 (2), 402 (2), 407 (2),
some flat plate and rotary coils, perf 11 Washington / Franklins to 30¢, a few offsets, 573, 648 (20), a bunch of 2¢ reds
and 3¢ purples in quantity, O90, K5, K7, K12, RW1 (2), RW2 with plate number, RW3 with plate number, RW4, RW5 (3),
RW6, RW7, RW8, RW9 (3), RW11 (3), RW12 (3), RW13 (block and single), RW14 (2), RW15 (3), RW19, Canal Zone
116 oversize plate block of 50, 120-35 mint blocks of four and set of singles, J2, Philippines 383-96 two sets of blocks of
four, various blocks and singles of 1906-1920’s pictorial issues in various watermarks and perforations, C18-28, E1,
Puerto Rico 210-16, unusual Aerovias Puerto Rico 1¢ to $1 private airmail set of 8, o.g., some never hinged, generally
F.-V.F., great hoard from old time dealer that has been hidden away for several decades, but now is available for a new
generation of collectors.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Trust Territories and U.N., Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1910’s-90’s. Neatly organized in hundreds
of glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a
dollar to a little over $100, consisting of United States (including 450 line pair, 452 line pair, J52, J67, PR9), Marshall
Islands, Micronesia, Palau, Ryukyus, United Nations, Geneva and Vienna, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
2017 Scott $5,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. Possessions, Far-and-Wide Collection. Mixed mint and used, mounted or hinged on a variety of
album pages or stockpages; includes Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau, Philippines,
Puerto Rico and Ryukyus (2 collections, 1 mint, 1 used); fresh and clean throughout; we note Canal Zone #16 type b
(“Paxama” error), Airs and Dues; Philippines “Victory” overprints; Puerto Rico Revenues; Ryukyus virtually complete
parallel, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better, nice selection with room to grow; worth careful review. Scott $3,273.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Canal Zone
293

H/m

294

HH/H/ma Canal Zone, Collection of Scarce Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1906-64. Neatly mounted and mainly mint on

Canal Zone, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1904-26. Neatly arranged and carefully described, with
12 P.F. of A.P.S. certificates; housed on large black stockcards; we note unused including #1, 2 (2), 3 (2), 7 (2), 8, 22e
(2), 31c, 46, 48, 52-54, 52b, 55-57, 58-59, 61a, 67, 91e, J12-J14, J17b, and used #1, 2 (2), 3 (2, 1 with comma at right)
and 67; annotated and perfect for retail or expansion, some faults otherwise F.-V.F., a valuable group. Scott $12,033.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

well-annotated black stockcards; we note mint blocks of #8, 21, 22 (one stamp with “one” variety), 46, 52, 57, 62a, 95,
117 misperforated, C2, J1-J2 (no gum); and plate blocks of six #77, C15-C20, C21-C26; matched set of plate blocks of
four for #C36-C41, a few earlier, many never hinged, F.-V.F., a great collection. Scott $9,089.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
295

)

296

)

Canal Zone, WWII APO Cover Collection, 1940’s. Approximately 400 APO covers with several very
difficult covers, some of which are worth $10 or $20 each if broken down for individual sale, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canal Zone, Commercial Cover Accumulation, 1930’s-55 Era. Over 200 commercial mail covers, with
airmail, local rate, surface, etc., with a good range of towns, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hawaii
297

H/m

298

H/m
Hawaii, The Aloha Collection, 1864-99. Solidly complete, on a mix of cut-down Minkus album pages, three
stockpages plus a manila stockpage with duplicates; all items on album pages identified by Scott number, with colors
and shades noted; the collection’s strength is in its cancels, which come in a variety of designs and colors—the three
stockpages, in fact, are nothing but cancels, both on off-paper stamps and on piece, including fancy and town cancels;
duplicates are useful for the variety hunter or dealer, F.-V.F., worth review. Scott approximately $3,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

Hawaii, Small Collection, 1860’s-1899. Containing 5cts. Kamehameha III, banknotes (with a few
Provisional overprints) with the real value in a complete sets of 1894 American Banknote and 1898 Schmidt, Kahului
Railroad issues with the majority of the stamps used, except for 6¢ and 18¢, condition appears better than usual with
only a few small faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Puerto Rico
299

Puerto Rico, Phenomenal Plate Number Strip Collection of Overprinted U.S. stamps. This specialized
collection is comprehensive and would be nearly impossible to duplicate at any price; any serious plate number
collector looking for a wide array of plate numbers and differing plate positions would go wild over this incredible holding;
this wonderful lot includes 212 9) strip/3, 214 x (8) strips/3; 215-216 in huge quantities! and even some scarcer plate
blocks/6 of these popular Puerto Rico overprints; an eye catching lot that will make some serious collectors day. Scott
$13,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H

United Nations
300

m

$37,785.
301

United Nations, 1½¢ Blue Green, 1951, N.Y. precancel (2). Wholesale group of (687) examples. Scott
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

HH/H/) United Nations, Collection, 1950’s-2000’s. In 13 perfect black Lindner hingeless albums and matching

slipcases that contain a 99.7% complete U.N. collection that only starts to trail off in the late 1990’s, with stamps and a
few covers from all U.N. postal authorities, very clean, the albums, slipcases and pages alone cost $1,720, o.g., mostly
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
34
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British Commonwealth
Country Collections
302

HH/H/m

303

H/m
Great Britain, Queen Victoria Specialized Collection, 1841-1900. Neatly mounted on European Maloja
pages, containing ten early penny red stamps from seven different “penny black” plates (from plates 1 to 11), 94
different plate numbers of imperforate penny red’s from alphabet 1 with the occasional duplicate, plus a page of various
numeral Maltese cross cancels, 7 different plate number of imperforate penny red’s from alphabet 2, seven of the early
Archer experimental perforation 16, mint and used 2p blue with white lines added strips of four, a small group of
unsorted die I, alphabet II perforate penny reds, 46 perforate penny reds from die II, alphabet II, approximately 300
different plates from die II, alphabet II or III, 44 half penny reds, plated with watermark varieties of mixed mint and used
singles, embossed issues 5-7 and 7 with inverted watermark, then proceeding to the surface printing Victoria issues by
denomination and then divided into watermark varieties and finally broken down into plate with a high level of
completion up to the 2 shilling value, then proceeding to the large 5 shilling and to pound values including 57, 57a, 74,
91, 93, 96 (3), 108 (2), 108a, 109 (2), 110 (2) and 124. A phenomenal specialized collection for those who wish to build
upon a decent Great Britain collection or an even better collection if you wish to collect early platings of early Great
Britain Victoria issues., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

304

m

305

H/m
Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1934. Neatly mounted on quadrille pages, containing 1 (2), 4 (3) finishing off
the page with various 1p reds and 2p blues, 24, 26 (2), 27 (2), 28 (2), 37, 39 (2), 40, 42 (2), 44, 45 (2), 52, 55, 57, 60, 64
(3), 69, 70, 73, 85, 87, 94-95, shilling to £1 Victoria’s, Jubilee to 1s, Edward VII to 5s, Sea Horses, 209 and U1 unused,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely better than usual quality collection. Scott $15,000 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

306

HH/H/m

307

Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1993. In two KaBe albums with slip cases, containing Scott 1, 4 (four singles
and horizontal strip of three), two and a half pages of perf and imperf penny reds plus quantities of some of the other
early Victoria’s (½¢, 3 halfpence, 2p), better Victoria’s from 1860’s to 1880’s issues to 5/- (with different watermarks)
that have such high Scott values, a page of early revenues and stationary cut squares, 94-95, 100 mint, 102-7 mint (a
couple with severe pulled perfs), 137-38 mint, sea horses in different watermarks, nice selection of Machins, a
stockpage of officials and a couple stock pages of offices, a group of early covers with ten stampless covers, 9
perforated penny reds and a nice 6p Victoria (39?) 1863 folded letter. Well presented collection with high overall Scott
value starting at a low opening bid, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

308

HH/H/m Great Britain, Dealer Stock, 1840-1986. In red dealer “102" card box filled with stamps (approximately
500-600 cards), mostly used to QEII and mixed mint and used after, in Scott order with many higher Scott value stamps
including: 1 (2), 4 (2), many high catalog Victoria’s including 27 (5), 34 (5), 45 (2), 49 plate 10, 52, 53, 60, 61 (x3 plate
11), 139, etc., o.g., some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Great Britain, Beautiful Mint and Used Collection, 1840-2009. In three Davo albums, including much
better and iconic material such as two Penny Blacks, 10s Victoria with Maltese Cross watermark (#74), 10s green
Queen Victoria with anchor watermark, a perfined £1 Victoria brown with anchor watermark (#92), a £5 orange, £1
brown Victoria, £1 green Edward VII, £1 Postal Union Congress (mint), etc., etc.; later material includes Regionals,
booklets, and much, much more face value material, F.-V.F., bid high and rule Britannia.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Great Britain, Key Stamps, 1840-1910. A stockpage with 10 better cancelled stamps, including a Penny
Black on piece, embossed stamps of 1847, #93 (!), 108 (2), 110, 124 and 142; fantastic catalogue value, F.-V.F., a
chance to add these iconic stamps to your collection—and perfect for the dealer as well.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1988. Neatly hinged on home made quadrille pages, containing 1, 7, 13, 14,
24-26, 27-28, 33 (107 different plate numbers), 37-42, 43 (plates 8-9, 11, 14), 45 (plate 6), 49-55, 49 (plates 4-5, 7-10),
51 (plate 9), 54 (plates 4, 5, 7), 57, 58 (10 different plates), 59-60, 60, 61 (all plates), 62 (all plates), 64 (5 plates), 65, 66
(all plates), 67 (13 plates), 68 (3 plates), 69, 71, 73, 82 (all plates), 83 (all plates), 84 (all plates), 86 (all plates), 87 (all
plates), 94, 95 mint, 96 mint, 98-107 (several values mint), 108-9, 127-38 (a few values are used), 139-41, 173 mint,
174, 179-81, 222-24, 249-51A (a couple values used), 286-89, 275, 309-312, 371-74, 525-28, a decent postage due
section, official’s overprints, offices in China 12, offices in Morocco 1-8 and offices in Turkey 8-11 mint. A great
specialized collection for those who wish to build upon a decent Great Britain collection and expand upon the early
Victoria issues, o.g., some never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m
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309

HH/H

310

H/m

311

m

312

H/m

313

H/m

314

HH/H

315

H/m

316

HH/H/m

317

m

318

H/m

319

HH/H

36

Great Britain, Mint Singles & Booklets, 1924-2000. Fresh clean collection with mint includes 185 & 186
blocks of four, 210-220, 292-308 (3), 309-312 (2), with a binder with over (200) complete booklets from Great Britain and
the Channel Islands, and finally a land deed with British stamped revenues, check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain and Ireland, Accumulation, 1840-1960’s. Group of mini collections, starting with Great
Britain classical issues on stock pages and a small group of home made pages with four penny blacks, 5, lots of early
Victoria bust issues, Jubilees, Edward VII issues, Sea Horses, Windsor Castle issues, offices and Ireland on quadrille
pages, with a few early overprints, nice group with high cumulative Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, Specialty Collection, 1841-1942. Mounted on home made quadrille Safe pages in Safe
multi-ring binder with slip case, starting with the first issue Victorias starting with 1p reds with various cancels of imperfs,
followed by plate varieties and finally a sparse plating group, proceeding to platings of perforated 2p blues, ½p reds,
three half pence reds and 1p reds, then immediately jumping to Edward to George VI issues with various shades of
definitive issues with several pages of Sea Horses and finally ending with George VI 1930’s pound and shilling values
color study, a great collection for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Great Britain & Channel Islands, Dealer Stock, 1847-1980’s. Neatly organized in seven dealer counter
books filled with tear sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from
approximately a dollar to many hundreds of dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many
complete commemorative sets, complete booklets and Machins with a few highlights include used: 5, 7, 45 (2), 51, 62
(3), 96, 103, 109, 139, O6, O36, and mint: 286-89 (2), 309-12 and 353c-60a., generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,350+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australian States: South Australia, Collection, 1855-1906. On Scott Specialty pages with a great variety
of early Chalon to later Victoria issues (with some interesting color varieties of early Chalon heads) that can be difficult to
find sometimes, plus a selection of difficult officials issues make this a great collection to form the base of your South
Australia or fill in some of those difficult missing issues, includes Scott 3, 10-13 plus a few color varieties, with a good
variety of rouletted and perforated Chalon heads, 36 strip of four, plus a group of eight early Chalon head reprints (with
reprint overprints on each) plus seven other early Victoria reprints, 78-80 mint, 82 mint, 86-93 Specimen’s, 100-1 mint,
102-3 mint and O59, generally F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Australia, Nice Partly Specialised Mint Collection, 1949-75. In 3 blank albums, including many blocks of 4
(also various imprint blocks) including the Navigators, stamp booklets, etc. Very much material!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australia, States and Dependencies, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Neatly organized in eight dealer
counter books filled with tear sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from
approximately a dollar to over one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many
complete commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include: Queensland, Tasmania, Victoria, Western Australia,
Australia 6, 8, 17-18, 37, 113-25, 177-79, 394-417, 397a booklet, L8-18, Ross Dependency, Cocos Islands 1-6,
Christmas Islands, Tokelau, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Offices in Morocco, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1936-57. On stockpages in binder. Very
large amount of stamps, partly in sheetparts and with very many high values. High cat. value!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Offices in Morocco, an Excellent Used Collection of About 100 Different, 1903-57. Mostly in
complete sets, including several George V issues in blocks of 4; highlights include 1903 50c, 1p & 2p Edward VII; all
clean and F-VF, neatly mounted on blank album pages. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Sudan, Accumulation, 1897-1978. In old quadrille pages and dealer tear sheets, starting with a few
overprints on Egyptian stamps, Camel post, 51-59, 79-94 mint, 98-114 mint, C31-34 (3 sets), C35-42 (4 sets), CO1-8,
J1-4, O44-60 (2 sets) and O62-75, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
Canadian Provinces, The Composite Collection, 1857-1947. A great lot presented on Scott Specialty
pages and stockcards loaded with better items in superior quality; particularly strong in mint Newfoundland, including
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#1, 5 (2), 11, 11A (2), 12A, 17-23, 41-45, 47-49, 51, 54-55, 59, 60, 61-74, 90-92A, 95-97, 98, 100, 104-114, 115-126,
127-144, 145-182, 183-210, 212-270, C2-C3, C6-C11, C12 plus three Balbo #C18; some never hinged noted, with a
couple earlies no gum, but majority are never hinged or lightly hinged; also includes New Brunswick #6-11, a few mint
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, a number of better duplicates such as Newfoundland mint #183-199 and
212-215, plus five sets of Silver Jubilees and more, F.-V.F., perfect to break down for online sales.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
320

H/m
Canada, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1875-1962. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions and
prices, mostly mint, containing: 42, 54 (2 NH), 55 (2), 72 (4 NH), 73, 80, 86 block of 21, 91, 93, 100 (4 NH), 101, 102 (1
o.g., 1 NH), 103, 118 (2 NH), 119, 119 NH, 120 (2 NH), 120a, 131-34, 162-75, 175 NH, 176 NH, 217-27 (4 NH), C1 NH
plate block, C1-2 (2 NH), C2 (3 NH), C2-3 NH, E2a, E5 (2 NH), EO1-2 plate blocks, F1a, F1b (2), F2 on 1875 cover to
London, Canada with Greene certificate, J5 block of four, MR1-2 (2 NH), O1i-4a NH, O23 NH plate block, O32 (18 NH
plate blocks) and O45a (6 NH plate blocks). Viewing is recommended to double check identification and condition.,
generally F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Scott $18,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

321

HH/H

322

HH/H/m

323

H/m
Canada, Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s. Singles and plate blocks in old glassines and envelopes that
appear to have been stored away for many decades, containing a good selection of matched plate blocks from the
1950’s and 1960’s, with the occasional booklet and sheetlet including 44 mint horizontal pair, 54 mint, 90a mint imperf
pair, 149//57 mint, a couple nice early 19th century covers, a great Canadian album page of early used small queens,
143 plate number strip of four, a partial post office pad of 832a that appears to have over 50 sheetlets, a couple
Semi-Official Airmail flight stamps, George VI booklet Unitrade BK5f, 10¢ George VI Law Stamp, Series C, block of four,
British Columbia group of 8 different 1980’s private courier stamps, New Brunswick 6-11 mixed mint and used,
Newfoundland early used 4p Rose, Thistle and Shamrock issue, J1-6 mint, Nova Scotia 8-13, Prince Edward Island
nearly complete from 4//16, a great little lot that is sure to have some more little hidden treasures lurking about, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

324

H

325

Canada, Collection, 1852-1995. Mounted in H.E. Harris Canada and Provinces album, containing
highlights that include, used: Canada 4, 17, 18, 24, 26, 27, 62, Nova Scotia 3 and mint: Canada 19, 20, 21, 28-30, 36,
46-47, 50-61, 63-65, 66-73, 79-80, 82-84, 89-91, 93, 94 NH, 90A pair, 96-103, 104-15, 117-22, 123-129 pairs, 131-34
pair, 135 NH, 149-59, 173-77, 223-27, 241-45, 10 different Air Clubs and Special Flight stamps, New Brunswick 6-10,
Newfoundland 1, 11A, 12A, 17, 22-23, 24, 28, 32A, 33, 47, 59, 61-74, 93-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 145-59, 163-71,
172-82, C6-11, C12, C13-17 and C18. Condition seems better than most, with the collector filling in his collection with
mostly nice clean mint stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

326

H/m

Canada, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1903-2000. Neatly organized in glassines and dealer “104 cards”,
with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to $180, with an average value of
$16+, with some highlights that include: 35, 77 (3), 85, 86 (2), 87-88, 90, 98, 104, 108, 112, 113, 160, 198, E5 and
SL68-SL78 (2 sets of Saskatchewan Law stamps), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $7,700+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada, Collection from 1880-1990’s. Hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets and a mint sheet file,
containing plenty of premium items scattered throughout, plus some better items that include: 99-103 used, 102 (3), 103
(2), 110 (5), 120 (5), 122 (2), 149-59 used, 157 (2), 158, 175 (2), 217-27, 268-73, MR2C, O9-10 and other better items
adding up to a higher total catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada, Bell Telephone Collection, 1900-06. Very difficult to find telephone stamps; a few small flaws,
generally F.-V.F. Van Dam TBT2-TBT22; C$1,830 ($1,400).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

Canada & Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1960’s. In six old time stock books of mint and used issues
organized neatly in order by Scott number, containing Newfound mint: 11A, 15B (3), 18-20, 23, 24 (2), 30, 31, 32, 36, 38,
40, 41, 53, 54 (2), 56-59, 61-74, 61-74 (mixed mint and used), 104-9, 115-26 (2), 131-44, 145-59 (mixed mint and used),
183-99, 212-25, C6-8, J1-6 (3), used 34, 37-40, 37, 38, 115-26, 163-71, some Nova Scotia Victoria’s, Canada mint: 15
o.g. pair, 22, 45, 46, 47, 50, 51 (5), 52 (4), 53 (2), 54 (3), 55 (2), 56 (3), 57, 60, 66 (6), 68 (3), 69, 79, 81, 85 (5), 86 (5), 90,
92, 96 (23), 97 (8), 98 (4), 99 (3), 103, 105 (3), 107 (6), 112 (2), 113, 114, 115, 117 (3), 119 (2), 120 (4), 122, 126a, 128a,
129 strip of 3, 141-45 (4 sets), 145-48 (4 sets), 156 (7), 157 (3), 158 (3), 160 (3), 160 (4), 175 (5), 181 (3), 195-201, 200,
201, 203, 209 (6), 217-27, 227 (3), 241-45 (3), 249-62 (4), 268-73 (6) E1, F2, J1-5, J11-14 and used: 22 (2), 23, 24, 26,
27 (2), 28, 29, 30, 46 (2), 47 (2) and 100. Valuable old time stock with plenty of clean singles that add up to substantial
catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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327

H/m

328

HH/H/m

329

HH/H

330

H/m
Ceylon, Collection / Accumulation, 1857-1972. Stamps on hand drawn pages with perf and imperf Chalon
heads group, 1870’s Victoria’s, 99, various Victoria surcharges, Edward VII to 75c, George V to 5r, 264-74, 278-89A
and duplicates packed into glassines with some better early issues and high denomination surcharge, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

331

HH/H/m Cyprus, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-2000. In three binders, on album pages and in glassines you will find
mint 206-218, 219-221 in singles and blocks of four, 226a, 229-231 singles and blocks of four, 244-246 singles and
blocks of four, great stock at a great price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

332

Falkland Islands, Nicely Filled Mint Collection, 1933-83. In a stockbook including the Islands and
Dependencies; among the highlights are mint #65-72, 91 (2), 93, 95, 96, 140-142 and Dependencies #1L1-1L8 and
never hinged #107-109 & 113-115 (2), etc., F.-V.F., one to grow.
Estimate $500 - 750

333

HH/H/m Fiji, Sweet Collection, 1871-1984. On Scott Specialty pages, fresh, clean and virtually complete with nearly
everything present mint; note mint #15-17, 33-35, 36-39, pretty 1s and 5s from 1881, a right wing margin pair of #52,
Edwards through the 5s, Georges complete less one, with complete Elizabethan issues through 1984; with
Semi-Postals, Dues from 1918 and 1940, plus War Tax issues, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to view.
Estimate $500 - 750

334

H/m

335

HH/H/m

336

H/m

337

HH/H/m

38

Canada & Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1990’s. Neatly organized in eight dealer counter books filled
with tear sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from approximately a dollar to
over one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets
with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Newfoundland 28, 123, C11, Canada 46 used, 54, 72,
73, 85 (6), 107 (12), 108 (11), 145 (6), 141-45, 146-48 (2 sets), 157 (2), 158 (3 used), 177 (3), 190 block of four, 195-201,
217-27 (2 sets), 243 three plate blocks, 241-45, 262, 268-73, 273 (6), 321 plate block, 604A block of four, C2, C4 (6), E1,
E3 block of four, J3 and some difficult revenue issues, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada & Provinces, Diverse Accumulation, 1859-1970. Many hundreds of stamps, mint and used, on
Scott pages, stockcards and in glassines; better Canada mint includes #257-263, E2 (2), O9, O27 (2), Airs and War
Tax, along with useful Newfoundland, generally F.-V.F., a valuable lot well worth a look; inexpensive at the estimate.
Scott $4,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
Cayman Islands, Basking in the Sun Collection, 1900-66. All mint, all fresh, all clean, and almost all there;
on Scott Specialty pages, needing just a few individual stamps to fill them; we note King Edward VII through 5s, all King
George V sets complete through the 10s, the same for King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II, with the 1962 set
complete to the £1; a gorgeous collection ready for completion, Very Fine overall.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H

Indian Princely States, Postal Stationery Collection, 1866-1950. Exciting collection of mostly postal
cards with a few covers thrown in, includes Hyderabad, Brahmini, Jaipur, Kishengar, Jhind, Cochin, Travancore,
Gwalior, also registered envelopes, overall a useful lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ireland, Massive Mint & Used Stock, 1922-2010. Stock of many thousands presented in over 35 counter
books, strong in classics on, includes better sets & singles, many in quantities, plenty of face value material, booklets,
some Great Britain used in Ireland, a few sets include mint 1-8, 15-18, 19-22a, 23-35, and much more, be sure to put this
on your “To view” list, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Ireland, Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1880-1945. Over 650 items residing in two binders; we note
embossed revenues, letter sheet with Northern Ireland label, delivery fee stamps, various propaganda labels,
Guinness postcards, coil leaders, railway company stamps, a few hundred revenues including “Specimen” overprints,
an excellent lot for the dealer looking to expand his Ireland stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Ireland, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1922-2000. In 14 counter books, with gutter pairs,singles, blocks of
four, booklets, counter book of 1922 issues, mint commemoratives, a fresh clean stock ready for sale, inspection
invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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)
Ireland, Stampless Cover Collection, 1823-44. Approximately 90 stampless covers, about one third have
been transcribed, all on pages with annotations, with a terrific array of rates, destinations and markings, careful
inspection will help to ascertain this lot’s true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

339

H/m/)

340

H)

341

)
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H/m

343

H/m

344

Malta, Collection, 1882-1967. On black stock pages containing Scott 8-13 mint, 14 mint, 18 used, 42-45
mint, 49-61 mint, 98-14 mint (missing one lower value), 131-47, 148-66, 191-205, 208-22 used and 246-62 mint,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

345

H/m
Mauritius, Classic Collection, 1850’s-1902. On old quadrille pages, some manila stock pages and dealer
tear sheets, starting with some of the early crudely engraved imperforate Victoria’s in various impressions, imperf
Britannia’s, 40, 41 overprinted “CANCELLED”, 42, 62 (3), 64, 65, 123 and 126 mint, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

346

H/m

347

HH/H

348

H

349

H/m
Sarawak, Classic Collection, 1869-1934. On old quadrille and Scott pages and dealer tear sheets, starting
with 1, 3-7 with duplicates, 11, 17, 19, 21, 28-31, 32-35, 50-70 (mostly complete set), 70, 94-108, 130-31 used and
159-73 (2 sets), generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ireland, Mint & Used Collection, 1922-2003. Includes a mint & used collection in two albums, appears mint
complete from 1990-2003, presentation books, booklets first day covers, souvenir sheets, mint & used material on
pages, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ireland, Postal Stationery Collection, 1920’s-90’s. Thousands of mostly unused entires, many still in their
original post office bands, with many nice early cards that should be of interest to the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Ireland, Postal History, 1922-60. Over 40 covers housed in pages, with 35 franked with the 1922 issue, two
postage dues, nifty lot for the Ireland postal history collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Malaya, Collection, 1891-1965. Mostly mint with many never hinged, neatly mounted in Vis-o-grip pages,
with highlights: Johore 130-50, Kedah 61-81, 83-93, Kelantan 50-70, Malacca 3-17, Negri Sembilan 38-58, Pahang
50-70, Penang 3-22, Perlis 7-27, Trengganu 53-73, Straits Settlements 217-34, 256-71, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Malaysia: North Borneo and Sarawak, Collection, 1883-1986. North Borneo in black stock pages and
Scott Specialty pages with Scott 50, 53, 74-78, 136-49 (2), 193-206, B17-28, Sarawak with many mint issues and
complete long sets that are in such high demand on black stock pages with Scott 8-19, 28-31, 36-47, 50-70 (missing
69), 174-75, 180-94 and 197-211, plus a small box of stray British issues with Cyprus 183-97, Sierra Leone 6 some
1980’s British Antarctic sets and some Malaysia sets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Rhodesia and Southern Rhodesia, Classic Collection, 1924-50. On old quadrille and Scott pages and
black approval cards, starting with Rhodesia 1896-1908 coat of arms issues and Southern Rhodesia 1-13 (2), 16-30
(missing 9p) with a few perf varieties, 42-54 (mint and used sets), 81-94 mint and 95-108, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
Samoa, Incredible Lot of Classic Issues, 1886-1900. Mainly in complete or part-sheets; a absolutely
fantastic lot for retailing, offered at a fraction of catalogue value, and unchecked and unpicked for printing errors,
overprint varieties, etc.; very many gutter pairs present (unlisted in any catalogue!!); condition is generally sound with
stamps mainly never hinged, though (not surprisingly, perhaps) there is some soiling, etc. (but also some soiling etc.),
F.-V.F., when you think you’ve bid enough, bid Samoa. SG 57//97; £78,000+ ($101,400). Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Samoa, Collection, 1877-1968. On Scott Specialized pages with a very high level of completion, containing
notable items that include; good selection of early Kingdom Express issues, Palms, 107, 108, 120-25, 175-78 and
195-201, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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m/)
Singapore, Collection, 1854-1930’s. Amazing bit of historical early Singapore starting with Indian stamps
used in Singapore with B172 cancels, then Straits Settlements stamps with the same numeral cancel and progressing
into c.d.s. cancels, an early 1869 cover franked with two Straits Settlements stamps to make 32 cents to London,
progressing with single stamps by the year, sorted into Scott number order with 170+ single stamps to George VI ending
in a page of Paqueboat cancels, followed by early covers with a stampless cover to London with “India Letter Deal”
handstamp and 17 additional covers with various interesting usages: registered, postage due, interesting transit
markings, etc., a fabulous collection for the Singapore specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

351

)
South Africa & States, Incredible Exhibition Collection, 1880-1960. Around 1400 covers and postal
stationery of South African Republic, Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Orange Free State, Transvaal and South Africa, with
Boer War material, Airmails and censors, etc.; an absolutely incredible amount of material including various frankings,
destinations, Registered usages, and more; a ready-made collection or fantastic stock for the dealer, F.-V.F., a unique
opportunity, with so much scarce material.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

352

HH/H
Togo, British Occupation, Mint On Page, 1914-16. With 35, 38, 40, 80-91 fresh attractive lot, please
peruse, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

353

HH/H/m

354

P
Virgin Islands & Montserrat, Proof Collection, 1985. Collection of 406 proofs on 116 printer’s proof cards,
Montserrat are for 1985 Flora & Fauna issue Scott #551-553, with proof and progressive color proofs, Virgin Islands are
for 1985 Queen Mother 85th Birthday, Scott #509-512, with 154 se-tenant pair proofs on 44 printer proof cards, very
attractive with modest duplication, great for the topical dealer, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

Trinidad & Tobago, Warm Breeze Collection, 1851-1966. Beginning with Trinidad’s First Issue Britannias
and Tobago’s Queen Victorias of 1879, plus the combined postal issues from 1912 on; Tobago complete save for the
ultra-rare #6-7; Trinidad offers a nice array of Britannias, imperforate and perforated, with various cancel types, and is
essentially complete mint from 1876 onwards (the highest values bearing “Registrar General” cancels), along with
Dues complete and a smattering of Officials; Trinidad & Tobago complete mint less #11 and J8, missing, and two
1935-37 Pictorials, used; fresh, clean and sound throughout, F.-V.F. with better, a lovely collection to warm the coldest
New England night.
Estimate $500 - 750

Area Collections
355

H/m

356

H/m
British Africa, Accumulation, 1877-1970. Stamps on old dealer tear pages, album pages and quadrille
pages, loosely organized with some better sections, with some interesting postal fiscals, Bechuanaland Protectorate
69-74, 20 Cape of Good Hope triangles of various printings, some early Natal Chalon heads, Rhodesia 49, 101-11
(missing 8p), 119-35, Transvaal some early perf and imperf coat of arms with a few overprints and good 1901
Petersburg issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

357

HH/H
British America, Fabulous Estate Collection, 1860s-1975. Many thousands (with a few used) presented
every way possible; loaded with high values and better sets throughout, with some minor duplication and a mixture of
never hinged and hinged; too many highlights to list them all, but a few include Antigua #10, 17, 21-30, 31-38, 42-57 and
67-76; Bahamas #33-36, 44-47, 70-83 and 100-113; Barbados #60-67, 63a, 70-79, 102-108, 116-126 and 140-150;
Barbuda #1-11; Bermuda #31-39, 55-69, 81-95 and 118-128; B.A.T. #1-15 (4), 24 (3) and 25-38 (3); British Guiana #75,

40

British Africa, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1990’s. Neatly organized in sixteen dealer counter books filled with
tear sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from approximately a dollar to over
one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with
a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Ascension 40-49 (less 44), Basutoland 46-56, 154-65,
180-93, Botswana 19-32 (2), Britain Antarctic Territory 39-42, British Central Africa, Cape of Good Hope, Cameroun,
East Africa, Gambia 132-43, 175-87, Ghana, Gold Coast 148-59, Kenya 98-112, Kenya Uganda and Tanganyika 36,
81b, Lagos, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius 235-49, Namibia, Natal, Nigeria 80-91, Northern Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland, Orange River Colony, Rhodesia, Rhodesia and Nyasaland 141-55 (3), St. Helena 50-55, 140-52, 159-72,
Seychelles 198-212, Sierra Leone, British Solomon Islands 67-79, 128-42 (2), J1-8 (2), Somaliland Protectorate
128-39, South Africa and States, South Rhodesia 81-94, South West Africa 249-60, Sudan 79-94, O28-43, Swaziland
48-49, Tasmania, Togo, Tristan Da Cunha, Uganda, Vanuatu, Venda, Zambia and Zanzibar, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$10,350+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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146-147, 152-156, 171, 178-189 and 191-201; British Honduras #75-83 and 84-88; Cayman Islands #3-7, 21-28,
50-68, 85-96 and 135-149 (2); Dominica #7, 25-34, 65-68 and 83-88; Grenada #20-25 and 39-46; Jamaica #11, 15,
46a-51, 61-70, 75-87 and 98-100; Leeward Islands #9-15, 20-28 and 46-57; Montserrat #21, 31, 31A-39, 54-74 and
75-84; Nevis #5 (no gum) and 30; St. Christopher #15-16; St. Kitts-Nevis #1-10, 52-64 plus an extra #64; St. Lucia #13,
76-89, 95-106 (2) plus J11-J12 with statehood overprints; St. Vincent #71-79; South Georgia #1-16 (2); Trinidad
#89-90; Turks Islands #48-53; Turks & Caicos #13-22; Virgin Islands #38-46 and much, much more; certainly one of the
nicer British America collections we have offered with a huge catalogue value, F.-V.F. or better, a clean lot; be sure to
view.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
358

H/m

359

HH/H
British America, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1920’s-2000’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines
and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to a little
over $100, consisting of Anguilla, Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Barbuda, Belize, Bermuda, British Antarctic Territory,
British Guiana, British Honduras, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands and Dependencies, Grenada, Grenada
Grenadines, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Kitts, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, St. Vincent
Grenadines, South Georgia, Trinidad, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos and Virgin Islands, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $7,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

360

HH/H
British Asia, Interesting Mint Collections, 1888-1970s. Many hundreds of stamps on album pages,
stockpages, in glassines, etc.; better includes Brunei #62-75, 112-114 plus much more; Ceylon #200-213, 278-289A;
Labuan #61-62, 87-95; Nepal #72-83; Seychelles #1-21, 125-148; strong BIOT and considerably more highlights plus a
few duplicates; a potpourri of older and newer sets and singles, both never hinged and hinged, with significant
catalogue value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

361

H/m
British Asia, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1990’s. Neatly organized in ten dealer counter books filled with tear
sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from approximately a dollar to over one
hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a
few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Abu Dhabi, Aden, Bahrain, Bangladesh, British Indian Ocean
Territory, Brunei, Burma 197-208, O6-13, O43-55, O94-104, Ceylon Stanley Gibbons 394b block of four, Dubai, Hong
Kong 32, 45, 179, 180-83, 197, 214a, India 50-52 used, Malaya Johore 121 used, Panang 29-44, Maldives 11-19,
Singapore 42, 62-69, Sarawak 197-211 and Straits Settlements 88, generally F.-V.F. Scott $11,250+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

362

H/m
British Commonwealth, Vast Accumulation, 1840’s-1970’s. In two large boxes, ten smaller boxes and a
few stock books, packed with loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album,
some highlights include: a small box of used British high values in glassines sorted into issue with revenue cancels, a
stock book and loose manila pages of Great Britain with many pages of penny reds, early higher Scott value Victoria’s
including some shilling values and sea horses, a box of Great Britain glassines and envelopes with Scott 1 and many
better Victoria’s, a small album of Victory and 1946 Peace issues and a group of dealer tear sheets containing omnibus
issues, a heavy box of British mint sheets or large multiples from the 1940’s, several mostly complete sets of 1937 and
1953 Coronation issues and so much more. You will really need some time to sort the detritus from the gems, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to generate serious Scott
value.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British America, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1990’s. Neatly organized in fourteen dealer counter books filled
with tear sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from approximately a dollar to
over one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets
with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Anguilla, Antigua 84-95, Bahamas 44-47, 116-29,
158-73, Barbados, Barbuda, Belize, Bermuda 1, 95 used, 105-14 (2), British Guiana 253-67 (2 sets), British Honduras
144-55, 167-78 (2), Cayman Islands 32-43, 100-11, 122-34, Dominica 142-56 (2), Falkland Islands 96 used, 1L29-33
(high values), Grenada 163d and Grenadines, Jamaica, Kiribati, Leeward Islands 20-28, Montserrat 75-83 (2), 92-103,
92a-101a, Nevis, St. Christopher and Nevis, St. Kitts-Nevis 79-90, St. Lucia 110-26, St. Vincent 104-15, South Georgia,
Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos 121-35 (2), Tuvalu 23-37 (2), Virgin Islands 76-87, 115-27, 144-58 and
490-508, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth, Old Time Collection, 1850’s-1930’s. In three old time collections of quadrille
pages, a group of loose pages and two small stock books, containing Antigua: 67-76, New South Wales: six square
Diadem issues, page of mint O.S. overprint issues, Queensland: 45 Chalon heads, 57-61, Victoria shilling to pound
values, 112-22, South Australia: over 40 perf and imperf Chalon heads and nine O.S. overprint’s, Tasmania: 1-2, 16
imperf Chalon heads and 16 perforated Chalon heads, 76-84 mint, some unusual fiscal stamps, Victoria: 1-4, 14,
29-30, early 1850’s Victoria’s, 56, 60, 78, 1860’s 5sh Victoria’s in various shades, B2, B3, F1, Western Australia: 1,
several pages of earlier perforated Swan’s, several revenues, Australia: 33 mint, 37 mint, 53 mint, 76 mint, 130-32
mint, Newfoundland: 131-44 mint, 145-58 mint, 183-99 mint, 212-25 mint, Canada: 17 used, 19 mint, 36-39 mint,
46-47, 56 mint, 94-95 used, 99 used, 100-1 mint, 138 mint block of four, 149-59 ($1 value is used), 149-59 used, 160-61
mint pairs, 162-77 (mint except $1 is used), 178-82 mint pairs, 195-201 (2 mint sets), C1-4 mint, E2-4 mint, J1-4 mint,
J11-14 mint, Cayman Islands: 85-94, Jamaica: 75-87 mint, Great Britain: 1, 2, 4 (2), various other high catalog value
Victoria’s from the 1850’s-1880’s including 94-95 and a few shilling values, Jubilee set (mint and used), Edward VII to
2/6, a few sea horses, 210-20, nice back of the book overprints, Malta: 112, 165, New Zealand: group of 11 used
perforated Chalon heads, 60, 65 mint, 66 with Irish Moss ad on reverse, nice 1898-1902 pictorials, 122-25 mint, 145-59,
165-70, 182 mint, five postal fiscals up to 10s, B3-4 mint, pictorials and George V officials, P1, five New Zealand
railways issues to 4p, St. Lucia: miscellaneous George V to 5s, South Africa: group of English Afrikaans se-tenants up
to 1/-, three uncommon George V English Afrikaans se-tenants and an album of mint 1935 Silver Jubilee’s, an old time
collection that appears to have been squirreled away for nearly six decades, with many complete sets that are always in
such demand, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

364

HH/H

365

H/m
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1960’s. Approximately 300 dealer tear pages, neatly
organized in five dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 average Scott
values of $50, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a few
mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Bermuda 52, 109 block of four, 126b, 143-66, British Antarctic
Territory 24, British Honduras 28a used, Canada 259-62 blocks of four, C4 block of four, F1a, O16-25, Fiji 70-77, 93-106
(2), Gambia 28-39, Gibraltar 122, 144-45, Gold Coast 49-55, Hong Kong 65, 103, 151-53 (2), 161 pair, 165 (2), 253-54,
388-403, Ireland 175-76, 658-59, Jamaica MR8c, Malta 8-13, 21-7, 98-114, 148-66, Montserrat 54-74 (2), Nauru 1-12,
Newfoundland 28, 115-26, 131-44, Papua New Guinea 122-36, 139-46, Rhodesia Barefoot 47 (12 NH), Rhodesia and
Nyasaland 141-55, 158-71, St. Kitts Nevis 63 (2), St. Vincent 118-31, Singapore 28-42, 62-69, South Africa 30a, C1-4,
O11, O28, South Rhodesia 81-94, South West Africa 249-60, Straits Settlements 27A, Tasmania 11a (3 used), 15
used, Tristan da Cunha 14-27, 28-41, United Arab Emirates 17-24, Victoria 205, Virgin Islands 29-37 and 115-27, A,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $15,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

366

H/m/)

42

H/m

British Commonwealth, Mint Stock, 1860-1995. 23 stockbooks brimming with fresh mint British
Commonwealth, a few of the highlights include Abu Dhabi 12-14, 15-25, 38-41, Bahrain 130-140, Hong Kong 219-220,
225-228, 223-224, 252, New Hebrides French 174-185, 236-248, Sierra Leone 136, South Georgia 1-16, 17-30, and it
goes on for (23) stockbooks, also included is a book of used British Commonwealth and two slim stockbooks of
worldwide, a powerhouse of an accumulation that will enhance anyone’s inventory, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth, 1935 Silver Jubilee Collection. Neatly arranged on black stock pages with
complete sets, plate varieties, full covers, first day covers, etc., consisting of: Ascension (1 mint and 1 used sets),
Australia 152-54 (2 mint sets and 2 mint blocks of four, one with imprints at bottom of set), Bahamas used set on
registered cover, Bechuanaland Protectorate 1d extra flagstaff, 3d mint block with extra flagstaff, a full set on airmail
cover and a full set on last day of issue set, British Guiana full set on registered cover, British Honduras 3c extra flagstaff
(2 mint blocks), 4c extra flagstaff (1 mint block and 1 used block of four) and full set on first day cover, Cyprus two sets on
registered covers, Dominica first day cover, Falkland Islands (3 mint and 1 used sets), complete sets on two covers, Fiji
set on cover, Gambia two sets on two covers, Gibraltar 2d used with extra flagstaff, mint with extra flagstaff, 6d mint with
extra flagstaff, 1/- used with extra flagstaff, mint with extra flagstaff, set on cover, Gold Coast 1d mint extra flagstaff, 3d
used extra flagstaff and mint with extra flagstaff, 6d mint and used, both with extra flagstaff, Grenada set on cover with
½d kite with horizontal log variety, Hong Kong (2 mint and 1 used sets), Jamaica 1½d mint with extra flagstaff, Kenya,
Uganda and Tanganyika 1/- used with stroke through 0 of 1910, Leeward Islands set on cover, Malta two sets on two
registered covers, Mauritius set on registered cover, offices in Morocco ½d two mint blocks and 1 used single with
Agencifs variety, Northern Rhodesia 1d mint dot by flagstaff, Nyasaland Protectorate (3 mint and 1 used sets), Papua
New Guinea set with accent instead of apostrophe on all three known denominations, St. Christopher and Nevis full set
on registered cover, St. Vincent full set on registered cover, Samoa full set on first day cover, Seychelles full set on
registered cover, 1/- used with extra flagstaff, Sierra Leone 1d. two mint with extra flagstaff, 3d mint with extra flagstaff,
1/- mint with extra flagstaff, Solomon Islands 6d mint dot by flagstaff, complete set on registered cover, Somaliland
Protectorate full set on registered cover, Swaziland full set on cover, Turks and Caicos full set on registered cover,
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South Africa (9 mint sets), Trinidad and Tobago 2d two mint with extra flagstaff and Virgin Islands two sets on two covers
(one is registered). An amazing collection of these very desirable issues that will surely attract many eyes when bidding
so be sure to take a little extra time to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
367

H/m
British Commonwealth, Interesting collection, 1841-1965. Three stockbooks including better Great
Britain Classics (e.g., #75 Very Fine used), Cape of good Hope with Triangles, better Canada, Barbados with definitive
sets in blocks of 4, and much, much more, including some better non-Commonwealth, F.-V.F., a fabulous opportunity
for the savvy bidder.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

368

HH/H

369

m

370

H
British Commonwealth, Hoard, 1870’s-2000 (65-76). In 23 albums and stock books with many stamps
(especially modern issues) with the occasional better stamp or set with the strength in Australia and Canada,
containing: a group of better Australian States with several Chalon heads and early Victoria’s, with a couple South
Australia Chalon heads, three Queensland perforated Chalon heads and a Victoria imperf seated Victoria, Australia in
three albums with postage from 1970’s-2000 with Christmas Island and Cocos and better 147-49 used, 150-51 used,
152-54, 166-79 plus a small glassine box and some loose glassines of slightly better sets, Canada in eight albums with
so much modern postage, four postal year sets, a couple large hand fulls of booklets, four 332 coil rolls of 500, a group of
17 1920’s first flights franked with C1, some better stamps include some “G” officials on higher denomination blocks and
singles, E3 and E6-E7 blocks, J9 block of four, an album of mostly used stamps containing 66-73 (high value is mint, but
stuck down), 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 104-34, 149-59, 162-77, Great Britain in two albums with postage 1960’s to 2000,
Ireland 1922 issues with various overprints to 1/- and 1922 Pictorial set, New Zealand in one album 1960’s-1990,
including 185-98 plus an envelope of booklets, mostly British Commonwealth Ships topical collection, a small stock
book of better issues including Canada 157 mint, New Zealand 168-9, FSAT C1-2 and a little U.S. postage, some 1935
Silver Jubilees, 1937 Coronation omnibus set, 1947 Peace omnibus two sets, 1953 Coronation set plus duplicates and
1965 ITU omnibus set. A valuable accumulation with so much face value postage, with probably thousands of dollars
worth in just Canada alone, so be sure to take a little time with a calculator to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. SG 71/82.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

371

HH/H/m

British Commonwealth, Mint King Edward, George V & VI Issues, 1900-52. Many hundreds of mint &
used stamps from the British Commonwealth residing in glassines, display cards and counterbook pages, we note
Barbados 216-227, Cayman Islands 122-134, Cook Islands 74-75, Falkland Islands 119, Malaya Kedah 56, Nyasaland
Protectorate 63-67, St. Lucia 95-106, Trinidad & Tobago 50-61, and that just scratches the surface, a terrific lot for the
savvy dealer, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Commonwealth, Exceptional—Mainly Africa—Used Collection, 1880s-1930s. An outstanding
collection of mostly complete sets and high values mounted on blank album pages; highlights include Bechuanaland
92, 92a & 92b (the only mint stamps in the collection), Cayman Islands 85-96, Niger Coast Prot. 1-6, 10, Northern
Nigeria 40-52, Rhodesia 17, 76-81, nice “Admirals” to 5s, Somaliland Prot. 64-76, Southern Rhodesia 54-56, Swaziland
10-19, and Tanganyika 43; all clean and F-VF. A truly. Scott $5,200.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Commonwealth, Accumulation, 19th Century to 1970’s. Approximately 80 auction lot card or
dealer tear sheets with highlights: Australia 19-37, C1 block of four, L8-L18, Canada 45, 331-33 strips of four, J9 block of
four, Ceylon 45, O8-17 mint, East Africa and Uganda 31-37 mint, Gambia 121-24 mint, Gold Coast 115-27, Great
Britain 96 (3), 141, 180, 223, 267-68 mint, offices in Turkey 13-14, Hong Kong 14, India 95-98, Ireland 94, Malaya 34-36
revenue cancels, Malta 8-11 mint, Mauritius 33, 35, Natal 38-40, 64 pair, New Hebrides J1-5, New Zealand 126-27 mint,
182, 183 (2), Nyasaland 68-81 on piece, Papua 48, St. Helena 140-52, South Africa 38 mint, South West Africa B5-8
mint and Straits Settlement 39. A nice lot that could easily be broken down for individual sale., o.g., some never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $5,900 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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British Commonwealth, Accumulation, 1850’s-1940’s. Singles and plate blocks in glassines, dealer
cards and loose album pages that appear to have been stored away for many decades, containing a group of dealer
“102" cards with some better singles up to $30 or $40, a couple auction cards containing Australia J44 mint and South

44

British Commonwealth, Classic Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. In eight albums of hand made quadrille pages
with the main collection in four albums (1 Great Britain and 3 Commonwealth albums), with many lovely better sets and
singles and little duplication, with better items that include: Antigua 21-30 mint, Ascension mostly complete George VI
set, Australia nice early Kangaroos and George V, including 54, 147-49 used, Bahamas 33-36, Bahrain 12-14,
Barbados 88, Bechuanaland Protectorate 112, 114-16, Bermuda 49, 51, 55-69 mostly used, 71-79 used, 96 mint,
123-28 mint, 143-62, British East Africa 103 mint, British Guiana: a few early ship, Seal of Colony issues, 210-22 used,
British Honduras 115-26, Cayman Islands 7 mint, 13-16 mint, Cook Islands 8 mint, Cyprus 125-34, 168-82, Egypt: a
nice group of early postage dues, Falkland Islands 38, Gibraltar 132-45 (missing 144), Great Britain 70, 73, 96, 100-5,
107, 108, 111-22, Edward VII high values: 2/6, 5s, £1 green, a few high Scott value sea horses, Hong Kong 52, Ireland
56-57, Mauritius 251-65, St. Vincent 71-77 mint, Sierra Leone 140-50, 173-85, Solomon Islands 67-79, Southern
Rhodesia 16//30 (only missing a couple middle values), Straits Settlements 202, Swaziland 10//19 (missing a couple
middle values), Tonga 38-51 mint, Trinidad and Tobago 10 and Virgin Islands 46 mint. A nice old time collection with
plenty of sets and singles that always seem to be in such high demand, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Wonderful lot of better issues, 1860-1933. On stockcards including Canada #9
used, #63 used; Newfoundland $4.50 Balbo overprint, New Guinea Airmail set mint to the £1 value, Falklands
Centenary to 2s6d, New Zealand Postal-Fiscals to £4 mint, Indian States proofs, etc., etc., F.-V.F., a great value.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth and Switzerland, Accumulation, 1850-1964. On black dealer stock pages,
containing mostly British Commonwealth with a bonus section of better Switzerland, with Newfoundland 28 mint,
Canada 17, 40 mint, 112-15, 117-22, 132 mint pair, 174-77 mint, Great Britain 67, Switzerland 6, 9, 122, 125, B80,
C3-12, C43-44, J1-6, Virgin Islands 10, 12, 38-45, 47-48, 49-52, 53-66, 76-87, 115-27, 128-39 and 144-58, early
stamps mint, unless noted, later stamps are generally mint, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collection, 1900-75. Presented in a stockbook and on display cards,
we note Falkland Islands 128-140, British Solomon Islands 67-79, Somaliland Protectorate 84-95, Barbados 216-227,
Fiji 147-162, St Helena 140-152, Cayman Islands 122-134, Tristan da Cunha 1-12, 14-27, New Guinea 1-9, and much
more, viewing will be delightful, F.-V.F. Scott $4,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices, containing: Antigua 8 mint, New South Wales 12 pair used, Queensland 54 pale rose used, 56
used, 122 mint, South Australia 10 mint, Tasmania 11a used, 16 mint, 26 used, 34 used, Western Australia 21 used, 54
used, Ireland 2-3 NH, 5 NH, 7-8 NH, a group of four better Commonwealth covers (not counted in catalog value): 1933
New Zealand cover with Marine Post Office, R.M.S. Makura cancel to U.S., 1898 registered cover from Curepipe,
Mauritius to Germany, 1900 internal St. Helena postcard to P.O.W. with violet censor, 1901 registered 1d postal card
with additional 2d to Germany. Viewing is recommended to double check identification and condition., generally
F.-V.F., a great stock of better singles. Scott $5,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Better Singles, Mostly 1920’s-1930’s. Mostly mint, o.g., from old time holding in
manila approval cards, with highlights that include: Australia 125, 128, 150-51, Bermuda 97, Kenya Uganda
Tanganyika 32-34, 55-59, 108-16, Gibraltar 85-87, Great Britain 1 used, Mauritius 211-22 (2), New Hebrides (British)
17-25, 50-61, New Zealand 179-81, Nyasaland Protectorate 36, 63-65, St. Helena 118-22, 123-25, Sierra Leone 96-97,
173-83, British Solomon Islands 76-78 (6), Southern Rhodesia mostly complete George VI set, Somaliland 99-107,
South West Africa 159-61, Sudan C4-14, Swaziland 27-37, Turks and Caicos 68-69 and the occasional New
Caledonia, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, New Issue Accumulation, 1960’s-80’s. Mostly mint singles and plate blocks in
old new issue glassines from the 1960’s to 1980’s that appear to have been stored away for many decades in a large
enough quantity to fill a postal bin about 2/3rd full, with the occasional better set of souvenir sheet, including a possibly
complete set of Princess Anne omnibus issue, Aitutaki 37-47, Belize 513-20, Lesotho 105-11, two 1972 Seychelles
Rare Birds souvenir sheets, Tristan Da Cunha 162-73, a great little lot that is sure to have some more little hidden
treasures lurking about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Africa C5 used block of four, a few stock cards and loose cards containing about 70 British and Indian revenue stamps, a
small group of Indian States and a group of interesting Chalon heads including a couple South Australia, a Tasmania
stamp and a couple New Zealand Chalon heads, a great little lot that is sure to have more little hidden treasures lurking
about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
380
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British Commonwealth, Accumulation Late 19th Century to 1960’s. Four medium size boxes and
thirteen smaller boxes full of glassines, dealer tear pages, multiples, plus a fifteen volume collection of Canadian
cancels by city name on home made pages, some of these boxes haven’t been opened in several decades and stamps
were just thrown together, so there is the potential to find some real treasure among the dreck, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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British Commonwealth, Classical Collection, 1910 Onward. On old time album of home made quadrille
pages, containing Canada: C1-5, Great Britain: a few Edward VII, nice Downey heads, 159-72, 187-199, 311-12,
1933 3d. Great Western Railway airmail issue, O33, India: 36-46 (missing 42), 50, 60-70 (missing 65), 80//94 (only
missing a few values), 220-22, Jamaica: 106-8, 116-28 and 141, a fresh old time collection of popular issues from late
Victoria to early George VI, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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British Commonwealth, Collection, 1870’s-1950’s. In album of Vario pages, containing nearly complete
1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus set with Falkland Islands, Gibraltar and Hong Kong, group of 1948 Silver Wedding,
Bahamas a few early Chalon heads, George V to 1s, Fiji some early Crown and “CR” with a few surcharges, mostly
complete and mostly mint Edward VII to 5s and George V mostly mint to 5s, 1938 George VII to £1 with various perf
varieties, a few Ireland 1960’s definitives, Gibraltar Victoria to 1s, a few overprints, Victoria in new currency to 5p,
Edward VII to 2s and George V with group of eight high values from 2s to 5s, diverse selection of Great Britain Machins,
Sierra Leone group of Victoria to 1s green and orange brown. Useful collection with plenty of popular Edward VII and
George V issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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British Commonwealth, Selection, 1855-1900. Meaty lot that includes used Bechuanaland 20, Great
Britain 32var OP-PC lettering, New Zealand 17, Rhodesia 42, Victoria #2 pair, Zanzibar 28, mint Barbados 13, Ireland
2a, Nevis 14-14A, South Australia 18, inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Early Queen Elizabeth II Issues, 1955-75. A keen grouping of these issues,
includes mint Basutoland 46-56, Bechuanaland Protectorate 169-179, Falkland Islands 150-153 blocks of four, New
Zealand 288-301, 333-352, omnibus 1963 Freedom From Hunger, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Accumulation, 1970’s-80’s. Hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets in glassines,
stock cards or on new issues envelopes that appear to have been unchecked for the last three or four decades, which
together, add up to a higher total catalog value, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. Old time collection on quadrille pages with
over 150 mostly different stamps of various perforations and shades, with a high level of completions including 10 early
seated Victoria first issue of various shades, 1852-54 seated Victoria on Throne three stamps of different shades,
29-30, various shades of imperf and perforate 1857-61 Victoria’s, 1860’s Victoria’s of various perforations, 78 and
B1-B4 mint. A great collection of difficult stamps that is often neglected in most collections, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$5,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

H

British Europe, Dealer Stock, 1859-1990’s. Neatly organized in five dealer counter books filled with tear
sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from approximately a dollar to over one
hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a
few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Cyprus, Gibraltar 107-18, 147-60 (2), 186-99 (3), Ionian
Islands 2, Ireland 65-76, 290-304, Malta 116-29 (2), 131-47, 167-83 and 246-62, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,400+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Europe, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1885-2000’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of
glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a
dollar to a little over $100, consisting of: Cyprus, Gibraltar, Great Britain (including 136d, 251, J40 block of four),
Machins (including several sets of large Elizabeth II pound values), Channel Islands, Ireland and Malta, o.g., mostly
never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $6,450+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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British Europe, Collection, 1880’s-1990’s. Five albums and a group of loose covers and stock pages filling
a bankers box with a Cyprus collection to 1980 on mixed Minkus and Scott pages with usual partial sets of Victoria,
Edward VII and George V, mostly complete mixed mint and used 1938 George VI set, 168-82, 196-97, 219-21, 226a,
229-31, a ‘mini collection’ of Great Britain offices abroad on Scott specialty pages and duplications in small old time
stock book, Ireland collection in two volumes, starting with 1922 overprints, a few 1950’s commemorative sets, St.
Patrick and Paschal Fire set, the second album contains covers with a small group of earlier WWII censor or overseas
covers to USA and finally an album and loose pages containing Omnibus issue sets: 1937 Coronation, 1946 Peace and
1953 Coronation, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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British Middle East & North Africa, Exceptional Used Collection, 1942-54. Consisting of Great Britain
King George VI issues overprinted for Bahrain, Kuwait, Eritrea, Somalia, Tripolitania & M.E.F.; essentially complete for
the period (also includes a few Queen Elizabeth II issues), most neatly mounted on blank album pages; all clean and
F-VF. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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British Europe, Nice Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1977. A well-filled Minkus album including good
Classic Great Britain in mixed condition, with later Britain fairly complete; never hinged material from the homeland, plus
material from the Channel Islands, Malta, Cyprus, Ireland and Gibraltar, etc., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F., review.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Pacific, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1910’s-80’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of
glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a
dollar to a little over $100, consisting of: Aitutaki, Australia, Australia Antarctic Territory, Cook Islands, Christmas
Islands, Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gilbert Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, British New Hebrides New Zealand (including
288-89, 291-92, 297-301), Ross Dependency, Niue, Norfolk Islands, North Borneo, North West Pacific Islands,
Penrhyn Islands, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu and
Vanuatu, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $12,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Pacific, Collection, 1850’s-1972. Neatly hinged in two Scott specialty albums, containing Australia
good selection of early Kangaroos and George V in various watermarks, 142-44, 147-49, 152-54, O1-2, Brunei 36,
62-75, 83-96, Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, Cook Islands 25, 35, Fiji a few crown and “CR” issues, 117-31B,
Elizabeth II to £1 missing a couple middle values, Gilbert and Ellice, Malaysia: Sabah 1-16, Nauru Freighter to 1/(missing 1½p), New Hebrides, New South Wales 17, nice group of early square Diadem issues, 34 mint Specimen,
New Zealand a couple blocks of black 2p Chalon head, a few used Chalon head’s, three Victoria advertising stamps,
130-39, 145-59, 165-70, mostly complete 1930’s pictorial set, 333-52, 382-404, E1, Norfolk Island 29-41, North
Borneo 280-95, J50-54, North West Pacific Islands ten different overprints, Niue, Papua and New Guinea a few
Lakatois, 94-103, Penrhyn Island a few early overprints of NZ stamps, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 1957 Elizabeth II set,
Samoa some early Palms with overprints, 136-41, Sarawak 94-106, 109-31, 197-211, Solomon Islands 67-79,
Tasmania 2, a few Chalon heads, 86-93, Tokelau Islands and Tonga. A nice collection with many complete lovely
sets that are always so popular, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Pacific, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Neatly organized in eight dealer counter books filled with tear
sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values from approximately a dollar to over one
hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a
few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Fiji 21, 147-62, 306a-20a, J12-19,
Gilbert and Ellice, Nauru 13, New Guinea, British New Hebrides, New Zealand 8 used, 288-301, O109-10, O100-11,
L5-8, Niue, Norfolk Island 29-41, North West Pacific Islands, North Borneo, Papua New Guinea 122-36 (2), Pitcairn
Islands 11-12 (2), Tonga and Samoa, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,650+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Pacific, Collection, 1913-70’s. Neatly hinged in Scott specialty album, containing Australia 57 mint
specimen, 100 used, 124, 141, 142-44, 147-49, 150-51, 152-54, 166-79, 508 block of seven and half sheet, some O.S.
perfins, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 11-12, 20-30, Papua and New Guinea 1-7, 122-36, 139-46, C10-15 and J1-5. A nice little
collection with a nice selection of early and better complete sets., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
British Pacific, Accumulation of Mini Collections, 1877-1960’s. On album pages and stock pages,
containing Fiji 18 (2), Papua Lakatoi ship issues with surcharges, officials and air mail overprints, Samoa early Kingdom
express issues, palms, provisional government, surcharges, Kaiser’s Yacht to 80pf, Samoa overprints on New Zealand
Edward VII to 1920’s issues mint and used, Tonga O4-5, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
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